
Chapter 531 

 

"Xu Zheng, what should we do? Do we really want to stand with Huo Tingchen to show that we are 

hostile to Jin Zhengting?"  

 

Cheng mobing still hesitated. When Huo Tingchen was in front of her, Jin Zhengting didn't relax her 

attention, but Huo Tingchen was the first to bear the brunt. Jin Zhengting didn't make any substantive 

action on her. However, once he stood with Huo Tingchen, it was clear that he would be the enemy of 

Jin Zhengting, and the pressure would suddenly increase.  

 

Xu Zheng shrugged helplessly: "Mo Bing, do you think there is any way out for us? If we don't stand with 

Huo Tingchen, we will be attacked by Jin Zhengting and Huo Tingchen. Now that the group has suffered 

heavy losses, when it is officially the weakest, we must learn to show weakness. At the same time, we 

will relax the vigilance of both sides. Don't forget that we have follow-up plans Draw  

 

Cheng mobing's eyes flickered a few times. In the world, only she and Xu Zheng knew what the follow-

up plan was, but it could not be implemented now. Before the conditions were ripe, they had to depend 

on Huo Tingchen.  

 

"Well, Xu Zheng, I'll listen to you."  

 

Cheng mobing now trusts Xu Zheng more and more, because she sees that Xu Zheng can move smoothly 

between her and Huo Tingchen, and the most important point is that although he is ambitious, he does 

not conflict with his own interests. What she seeks is the property of the Cheng family in Jiangdong. 

Although the fundamental reason why she is in a hostile state with Jin Zhengting now is that she also 

wants to get the property of the Jin family, she does not want to get it The main purpose is to use the Jin 

family's property to seize the absolute leadership of the Cheng family, so there is no irreconcilable 

contradiction between her and Jin Zhengting.  

 

On the contrary, she has an absolute contradiction with Huo Tingchen, because Huo Tingchen is in 

charge of the Cheng family now, and if she wants to get back everything belonging to the Cheng family, 

she is bound to have a conflict with Huo Tingchen.  

 

Although Xu Zheng is also an ambitious man, what he wants is the power of Jiangbin, so he has no 

conflict with himself at all, and there are preconditions for close cooperation. He is also a very capable 

man, so Cheng mobing has great trust in him.  

 

Jin Zhengting took Zhao Tongxin and chatted with the guests. These people were still afraid of Jin Zong 

from the bottom of their bones. Although Zhao Tongxin was approachable, they didn't say a few more 

words to Jin Zhengting, so they left for an excuse and tried to get rid of Jin Zhengting's powerful 

atmosphere.  

 

"Zhengting, you are so serious that you scare people away."  



 

Zhao Tong Xin looked at his cold and angular face and said with a smile that if she liked Jin Zhengting, 

she would like everything about him, so even if he always had a cold face, she could still feel the blazing 

heart under his cold coat.  

 

Of course, his heart will only be burning for her.  

 

"I don't think it's serious, it's just their own opinion. How about this cocktail party's lineup?"  

 

Jin Zhengting light answer, looking at Zhao Tongxin's eyes abnormal gentle, only when looking at her, he 

will reveal the bottom of his heart that a touch of indifferent tenderness.  

 

"I really want to thank president Jin for bringing so many people to this reception."  

 

Zhao Tongxin says with a smile that she knows very well that with her reputation and Yang ziye's, there 

won't be so many rich people coming to support her, mainly because of Jin Zhengting.  

 

"Before long, I don't believe you need my help. You will succeed. In addition, it's better not to say thank 

you in the future. We don't need this, even if it's a joke."  

 

Jin Zhengting said seriously that he cared about these things. He always thought that since Zhao Tongxin 

was his wife, he should do anything for her.  

 

"Well, I see. Zhengting, Huo Tingchen is here."  

 

Zhao Tongxin's eyes suddenly changed. She saw Huo Tingchen coming here with long Jiu. Even though 

everyone kept a distance from him, he was No.2 in Jiangbin with his current strength, so everyone 

consciously gave him a reason.  

 

Jin Zhengting takes Zhao Tongxin's hand and half blocks her with his body. He is not sure what crazy 

move Huo Tingchen will make, so Zhao Tongxin's safety must be guaranteed.  

 

"Mr. Jin, you seem very nervous. Am I that scary?"  

 

Huo Tingchen laughs and deliberately raises his tone. He is conveying a message to the public that Jin 

Zhengting will be nervous when he sees him, which proves that Jin Zhengting is afraid of him.  

 

"Yes, I'm really nervous. Sometimes when I'm walking on the road and I meet a wild dog, I have such 

worries, because I don't know when it will suddenly come up and bite me."  

 

Jin Zhengting held up his glass and said quietly that there were smart people here. We immediately 

understood that Jin Zhengting was comparing Huo Tingchen to a mad dog.  

 

Huo Tingchen's face was smiling, but the muscles in the corner of his eyes were beating slightly. Jin 



Zhengting humiliated him in front of the crowd, which was challenging his bottom line of endurance. He 

reluctantly laughed, his eyes turned a few times, and a glimmer of light flashed in his mind: "originally 

Jin is always afraid of mad dogs. We can see that he is often bitten by mad dogs, but I don't know if it 

will hurt very much?"  

 

The meaning of this sentence is not difficult to understand. It means that Jin Zhengting has not suffered 

less from him. Everyone will understand that Jin Zhengting is still afraid of him.Jin Zhengting gave a faint 

smile: "if you are bitten by a mad dog, will you bite the dog back? I don't agree with dogs, but there are 

always some dogs who think that people are afraid of them, but they don't know that people just don't 

pay attention to them. "  

 

Huo Tingchen's pupils immediately contracted. Although Jin Zhengting didn't talk much, he always 

seemed a little reticent. But at the critical moment, no one could beat him in language.  

 

"It's wrong for Mr. Jin to say that. I advocate power. I always think that as long as you have absolute 

power, you can dominate everything. As Mr. Jin said, if you are bitten by a dog, you don't bite back. In 

my opinion, you don't dare to bite because of lack of power. After all, the bite force of people is far less 

than that of dogs."  

 

Long Jiu, who nestles next to Huo Tingchen, suddenly says that she can see that Huo Tingchen has fallen 

behind, so she does not hesitate to bear the curse of becoming a dog, but also wants to win the next 

time for him.  

 

Jin Zhengting didn't speak, but Zhao Tongxin chuckled: "I don't agree with Miss Long's words. People are 

people, and dogs are dogs. If people want to compare their biting power with dogs, it's dogs that take 

advantage of them. But the reason why people can become the master of the world is that people have 

wisdom, and that's what dogs lack most. So some dogs want to bite people several times The fruits fall 

into the trap of people and are made into hotpot by people. "  

 

As soon as long Jiu's face changed, she certainly knew that Zhao Tongxin was making a mockery of their 

failure in several actions, and that all the elite men were basically eliminated. She also quietly mocked 

that they had no brains, but she was not a talker at all, so she didn't know how to refute.  

 

"Tong Xin is right. For animals without intelligence, they can only be put into hot pot."  

 

Jin Zhengting smiles a little, bends down and kisses Zhao Tongxin on the forehead. This action 

immediately causes a exclamation. President Jin shows his love in public. This kind of scene is not seen 

every day.  

 

He didn't want to show his love. He just expressed his appreciation for Zhao Tongxin with his actions. 

These days, her growth is obvious, and her ability to adapt to circumstances is becoming more and more 

skillful under his cultivation. She has a perfect figure and face, and at the same time, she has an 

absolutely smart mind and reaction. Such Zhao Tongxin can be described as perfect.  

 



"I don't think it's possible that man has the advantage of man, and dog has the talent of dog, just as 

man's sense of smell can never compare with dog. Since God created this creature, then it must have 

the value of existence. Am I right, Mr. Jin, Tong Xin?"  

 

It's Xu Zheng who doesn't want Jin Zhengting to be in the limelight, and he still has a cooperative 

relationship with Huo Tingchen. When his allies are embarrassed, he must step forward to help them 

out. He can not only win Huo Tingchen's trust, but also show the public that Huo Tingchen's group is not 

without people who can confront Jin Zhengting.  

 

It seems that they are just talking about people and dogs. In fact, they are attacking and testing each 

other through this topic.  

 

"Yes, dogs are really good animals, and some biting dogs never bark, unlike some barking dogs who 

never dare to bite face to face."  

 

Jin Zhengting looks at Xu Zheng with a look of approval on his face. There are not many people who can 

get his approval. Xu Zheng is definitely one of them.  

 

As Jin Zhengting said, he has been able to endure for so many years, and only after the formation of the 

riverside chaos has he shown his strength and ambition. This ability of forbearance is admirable. 

However, as an opponent, Jin Zhengting naturally won't say good things about him. He doesn't compare 

him to Huo Tingchen as a mad dog. In fact, it is enough face for Xu Zheng.  

 

Xu Zheng could also understand Jin Zhengting's meaning and said with a smile, "it seems that president 

Jin has a lot of research on dogs, but he doesn't know if he has any research on people."  

 

"There may be others, but I don't know much about those who are hidden in the dark."  

 

Jin Zhengting's eyes were sharp as a blade, staring at Xu Zheng's face, and said in a flat tone. He 

immediately exuded a kind of superior's oppressive momentum.  

 

When people close to them saw Jin Zhengting's handsome and cold face and his fierce eyes, they even 

stepped back involuntarily. Jin's position in Jiangbin was aloof, and his momentum was naturally 

domineering.  

 

But what they didn't expect was that Xu Zheng had no fear of looking at Jin Zhengting. After so many 

years of forbearance, he finally stood with his imaginary opponent. He had no fear in his heart, only an 

inexplicable excitement. As long as he knocked down the man in front of him, he would stand on the top 

of Jiangbin.  

 

"Mr. Jin, it's better to know more about those who don't know much. Don't think that those people are 

always small people. Many times, there will be people who can threaten you."  

 

Xu Zheng coldly said that this is his challenge to Jin Zhengting. Maybe he is better at manipulating 



everything behind the scenes. But when he saw Jin Zhengting's overbearing manner, the male hormones 

in his body were completely stimulated, which made him challenge Jin Zhengting face to face.  

 

His words attracted bursts of exclamation and whispers. Although the atmosphere of their confrontation 

was obvious just now, it was a metaphor of people or dogs after all. But Xu Zheng said it so directly. 

Everyone admired Xu Zheng's courage and worried about the fate of the Xu family.Xu Zheng, one of the 

most famous Playboys in Jiangbin, openly challenges Jin Zhengting. In other people's eyes, he is no 

doubt beating the stone with his eggs. However, a few people with a clear eye see him speak for Huo 

Tingchen, and they understand that Xu Zheng has taken refuge with Huo Tingchen. Otherwise, with the 

influence of the Xu family, even if he wants to fight Jin Zhengting, he will not have the strength.  

 

However, we all have a faint sense that the two major forces in Jiangbin are ready to move. On the one 

hand, they are led by Jin Zhengting and supported by Yang and Lu, and on the other hand, they are the 

Jiangdong forces of Huo Tingchen and Cheng mobing. However, Xu Zheng's statement proves that the 

Jiangdong forces have invaded Jiangbin, so the eldest son of the Xu family has started to rebel.  

 

Although both sides are very calm after the jewelry war, in fact, it is just the calm before the storm. I 

believe that before long, Jiangbin will fall into the war between the two groups again.  

Chapter 532 

 

"Miss Zhao Tongxin, on behalf of all colleagues of Tianhong Group, I would like to congratulate you on 

the opening of your catering company. I hope that when our catering company is established, we can 

also get your blessing and Mr. Jin's blessing."  

 

Huo Tingchen kept a gentleman's smile and said politely to Zhao Tongxin that he knew he couldn't 

compete with Jin Zhengting, so he turned the breakthrough to Zhao Tongxin. Although he expressed his 

congratulations politely, he actually told Jin Zhengting in secret that he would also open a catering 

company in Jiangbin to compete with Zhao Tongxin's company 。  

 

Although there are various reasons for the last victory in the jewelry industry, in the eyes of those who 

don't know the inside story, Huo Tingchen won, otherwise Zhao Tongxin would not rush to transfer the 

company to the catering industry.  

 

Zhao Tongxin always has a lukewarm attitude towards him. After all, it's in public. She must maintain the 

basic qualities of the hostess of the Jin family. However, she hates Huo Tingchen to the bone. However, 

she also adheres to Jin Zhengting's consistent principle. If she wants to defeat him, she has to make him 

lose with dignity.  

 

"Thank you. I'll be there to congratulate you. If you really want to start a catering company, you'd better 

do a market research first."  

 

Zhao Tongxin is a pun. First of all, she should establish the image of the group in front of people. No 

matter what the purpose she takes, she should respond politely to the active congratulations. Second, 



she secretly warns Huo Tingchen that if he has the courage to open a catering company, he should first 

look at the current situation.  

 

The catering industry in Jiangbin is almost monopolized by the Yang Group. It is not easy for Huo 

Tingchen to step in.  

 

Huo Tingchen's pupils contracted for a while. He didn't expect that Zhao Tongxin, who has always been 

weak, became so tough. He gave a cold smile: "please rest assured, Miss Zhao, I will."  

 

"That's good. Now it's almost time. The reception will start soon. Please help yourself."  

 

Zhao Tongxin said politely, and left them with Jin Zhengting.  

 

Huo Tingchen looked at their far away back, and there was a cold light in his eyes. In today's fight, it can 

be said that he not only didn't get any advantage, but lost a big face in front of everyone.  

 

The only gratifying thing is that Xu Zheng is willing to stand out for him. Unexpectedly, at the critical 

moment, Xu Zheng, the person he most distrusts, has done the most to protect him. Therefore, Huo 

Tingchen's impression of Xu Zheng has changed.  

 

This wrong change will cost him a heavy price at some time in the future, because Xu Zheng has never 

been a man of righteousness. His purpose is to win the favor of Huo Tingchen, so that when the 

opportunity matures in the future, he can carry out a series of plans that he and Cheng mobing have 

already designed.  

 

"Zhengting, why haven't zhanyan and Moyan come yet? Time is coming. If they can't catch up with the 

opening ceremony, it's not good."  

 

Zhao Tong Xin looked around with a winner's smile, and found no sign of Lu zhanyan, which affected her 

happy mood to a certain extent.  

 

She knew that Lu zhanyan and Jin Zhengting were also best friends. This time, the company was able to 

switch production smoothly and opened in less than a week. They helped a lot, so without them, it 

seemed that there was something missing.  

 

"His group also has some things to deal with, which may be later. They should come with Mo Yan and his 

wife."  

 

Jin Zhengting raised his bowl and looked at his watch. He knew Lu zhanyan. He was always very 

punctual. Now there is still a short time before the opening ceremony. He thinks Lu zhanyan will arrive 

soon.  

 

Sure enough, as soon as Jin Zhengting finished speaking, he saw Lu zhanyan come in in a hurry, said 

hello to him from a distance, and quickly walked over: "sorry, there's something wrong with the 



company, I'm late."  

 

"It's not too late. The opening ceremony hasn't started yet. What about Mo Yan and Yuanyuan?"  

 

Seeing that he had arrived, Zhao Tong Xin was more calm. He just didn't see Lu Mo Yan and Qian Yuan 

Yuan, so he asked Lu Zhan Yan.  

 

Mentioning Qian Yuanyuan's name, Lu zhanyan's eyes flashed an imperceptible sadness, but it soon 

dissipated in his deep eyes. He pointed to the door: "Mo Yan and Yuanyuan are parking. Let me come in 

first and tell you. I'm afraid you'll be worried."  

 

Soon, Lu Moyan took Qian Yuanyuan's hand and came over. Lu zhanyan patted Jin Zhengting on the 

shoulder: "Zhengting, let's talk about the group's projects in the future."  

 

Jin Zhengting and Zhao Tongxin both know that he will be embarrassed on such an occasion. Since Lu 

Moyan and Qian Yuanyuan got married, he deliberately avoided them and didn't want to see others 

hurt.  

 

Zhao Tongxin gives Jin Zhengting a wink. Jin Zhengting nods his head knowingly and goes to a quiet 

corner with Lu zhanyan. Ke Jingteng is drinking a cup of coffee there. The three of them soon chat.  

 

"Tong Xin, congratulations."  

 

Qian Yuanyuan will give Zhao Tongxin a hug when he comes up. After all, the two people are very close 

friends. This way of greeting was used to before.  

 

But Lu Moyan grabbed Qian Yuanyuan: "wife, now Tong Xin's identity is different. In front of so many 

people, she has to keep her image."Qian Yuanyuan is right when she thinks about it. After all, Zhao 

Tongxin is the absolute protagonist of the reception today, and she is also the president of the company. 

She really has no image when she acts as a little girl in public, so she takes back her arm: "Tong Xin, 

don't mind. You know I don't like to use my head very much."  

 

Before she finished her words, Zhao Tongxin gave Qian Yuanyuan a hug: "Yuanyuan, no matter when, I 

will always be the former Zhao Tongxin and will never change. I hope you don't regard me as the 

president of any company. We are the best friends."  

 

Qian Yuanyuan was stunned for a moment, and then showed a bright smile: "that's for sure, I won't be 

so snobbish with Lu Moyan."  

 

Lu Moyan was helpless: "Hey, wife, just now you should think what I said is reasonable, right?"  

 

Zhao Tong heart faint smile: "Mo Yan, thank you for helping our company invited Gu Chen to shoot 

advertising, I wrote down the human feelings, if there is a chance, you will return home garden."  

 



"Tong Xin, you are just hitting me in the face. Gu Chen is my true contact. But if you don't have a good 

relationship with him, I'm sure I can't invite him to shoot free ads for you, so it's better not to give me 

this favor."  

 

Lu Moyan has always been like a man who has no merit but no salary. He is similar to his brother in 

character and has always been very cautious and meticulous.  

 

"Well, well, since you don't want to forget it, don't blame me for not reminding you. I don't owe much."  

 

Zhao Tongxin said to Lu Moyan with a smile that because of his relationship with Qian Yuanyuan, she 

would not be very formal to Lu Moyan.  

 

"Well, well, if I take your favor, I'm afraid the court will trouble me. Well, you talk first, and I'll say hello 

to an acquaintance."  

 

Lu Moyan knew that the two girls were together and would certainly whisper, so he left with interest.  

 

"Yuanyuan, I haven't been in touch with you recently. How's your Lu's wife doing?"  

 

Zhao Tong Xin takes Qian Yuanyuan's hand and asks. She and Qian Yuanyuan haven't seen each other 

for a long time. There are always many topics to talk about between her best friends.  

 

"It's not bad. Mo Yan is very good to me. He just stays at home every day. When he's bored, he goes out 

for a stroll. He feels that his whole life is meaningless."  

 

Qian Yuanyuan is very sad to say, Zhao Tongxin gave her a smile: "OK, you do not know how many 

women dream of this kind of life, you are also tired."  

 

"Yes, I thought so when I didn't marry Lu Moyan, but after I really want to live such a life, I think it's 

better to be free. It's really contradictory."  

 

"I think you've got a bargain and you're good. Mo Yan is a good man, and the Lu family doesn't have so 

many trifles. I think you'd better be the rich wife of the Lu family."  

 

"Tong Xin, I've heard that you are very busy recently. You're running a jewelry company and switching to 

catering. You've been pregnant for three months. Why don't you rest at home? It's not good for you to 

work so hard every day."  

 

Qian Yuanyuan said with concern that she was really worried about Zhao Tongxin's health, because if 

she was in another rich family, she should have a rest at home every day. No one would come out to 

work like Zhao Tongxin.  

 

"There's nothing we can do about it. Zhengting group has a lot of things to do. I think he works too hard 

every day, so he comes out to work. It's also a way to share the pressure of his work."  



 

Although they are best friends, Zhao Tongxin doesn't tell Qian Yuanyuan about the complicated 

situation, because she doesn't understand these, and Zhao Tongxin doesn't want her to participate.  

 

"You should also pay more attention to your health. You used to be very weak, but now you are 

pregnant. It's better to have a rest as soon as possible, so as not to fall ill after having a baby."  

 

Qian Yuanyuan's care for Zhao Tongxin is sincere, so Zhao Tongxin is very moved. Many times, as long as 

there are one or two sincere friends who can talk together, talk about the little secrets that can't be 

known by others, and care and help each other when necessary, it's also a very happy thing.  

 

"I'll pay attention, Yuanyuan. Thank you for your concern."  

 

"Tong Xin, what are you talking about? Like you, I will never change, so we will always be good friends. 

Shouldn't we care about each other?"  

 

Qian Yuanyuan said unhappily that in her opinion, there is no need to say thank you between friends.  

 

"Well, well, I'm wrong, can't I?" Zhao Tongxin apologizes to Qian Yuanyuan with a smile. She is used to 

fighting with her, which makes her feel relaxed.  

 

"Tong Xin, can you give me a glass of water? On the way here just now, I don't know what happened. 

The air conditioner in the car broke down, and Mo Yan and I were almost roasted."  

 

When Qian Yuanyuan said this, Zhao Tongxin found that there was sweat on her forehead. Maybe she 

had wiped it before, so she couldn't see clearly without looking carefully.  

 

"As early as I said, today's reception was held by me. I have everything to drink."  

 

Zhao Tongxin raised his hand and called Rongqi: "Rongqi, please bring me a glass of water."  

 

It's not her putting on airs, it's Jin Zhengting's hard and fast rule. In public, Zhao Tongxin's food should 

be taken by Shaoyuan or Rong Qi herself, which fundamentally prevents her from being 

manipulated.Rongqi has been with Zhao Tongxin's side. She has completed her duties as a bodyguard. 

After hearing Zhao Tongxin's instructions, she smiles: "it's OK. Don't be so polite, Tong Xin. I'll go and get 

it for you."  

 

After she turned around, she said to the spoon garden not far away, "I'll get water for Tong Xin. Please 

pay more attention to the spoon garden sister."  

 

The same face of vigilant scanning around the spoon garden, did not take back his eyes, slightly nodded 

his head to show that he knew, and then continue to focus on the alert.  

 

Although she usually careless character, but the implementation of the character is meticulous.  



 

At this time, long Jiu, who was watching from a distance, was attached to Huo Tingchen's ear and 

whispered: "brother, I have a chance."  

 

Huo Tingchen's Phoenix eyes flashed a trace of light. He looked at Lu zhanyan in the distance again, with 

a cruel smile on his face: "prepare for action, this plan must succeed!"  

 

A well planned plot against Lu zhanyan was launched. Huo Tingchen believes that his plan is perfect and 

will achieve the goal he wants.  

Chapter 533 

 

"Distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen, welcome to the opening ceremony of the catering group. 

On behalf of all colleagues in the company, I would like to thank you."  

 

Yang ziye stood on the stage and announced the start of the reception with his unique voice. People still 

chatting in groups immediately shut up and seemed to be listening to him very seriously.  

 

Yang ziye is also a very important person in Jiangbin. No one can deny his face, and everyone knows that 

Jin Zhengting is the real boss behind the catering group.  

 

Usually, Yang ziye doesn't speak on the stage in person. He prefers to find some beautiful women to 

support each other at this time. It's much more comfortable than standing on the stage and being 

watched by countless pairs of eyes below.  

 

However, he is also a person who has seen a big scene. In the face of this situation of focusing on 

himself, he is not guilty at all. He has specially arranged his tie. This handsome action has attracted the 

low cheers of many celebrities. It is undeniable that Yang ziye is also a handsome man, and also the 

president of Yang Group, a typical rich and handsome man, which is in line with the celebrities The 

criteria for choosing a mate.  

 

Yang ziye enjoys this kind of treatment very much, and specially scans the stage with a pair of charming 

eyes, looking for beautiful women who can enter his own eyes.  

 

"Zhengting, I said ziye is unreliable. You see, he should have been on the stage to speak, but now he is 

looking for beautiful women by taking advantage of this convenience."  

 

Ke Jingteng shook his head helplessly and said to Jin Zhengting.  

 

Jin Zhengting said with a faint smile: "if he doesn't, he won't be Yang ziye, who we are familiar with. I 

think it's better to let him go. Anyway, it's harmless."  

 

Zhao Tong smiles. She thinks what Jin Zhengting says is very reasonable. Yang ziye is just like this. This 

Playboy style has another charm.  



 

After Yang ziye finished his speech in just a few minutes, everyone politely gave him applause. In fact, 

few people were listening to what he said. Maybe even Yang ziye didn't know what he was talking 

about, because he saw some beautiful women in the crowd, so he hastily ended his speech, and then 

dropped a sentence: "next, let's invite Zhao, President of the company After "Miss Tong Xin's speech", 

she ran off the stage and went to look for his prey.  

 

"Ah? Yang ziye, how can I make a speech without this item in the process? "  

 

Zhao Tongxin was very surprised. Although the United catering group was the product of the 

cooperation between Jin and Yang, as the leader of Jiangbin catering industry, it should be Yang's group 

on the surface. So this kind of speech should be completed by Yang ziye. Unexpectedly, the family 

exposed their Playboy nature when they saw beautiful women, and directly started to shake hands as a 

shopkeeper This made her very upset because she didn't have any preparation at all.  

 

"It's OK, Tong Xin. Just say something."  

 

With encouragement in his gentle eyes, Jin Zhengting took the lead in clapping. With the leadership of 

general manager Jin, all the people in the audience applauded. These people have already practiced 

their ability to take the helm in the wind.  

 

Zhao Tongxin has attended many such occasions with Jin Zhengting, but all of them are guests. It's really 

the first time for him to speak in public, so it's hard to avoid beating his heart and showing a bit of 

uneasiness on his pretty face.  

 

When she came to the stage with this kind of mood, she caught a glimpse of Huo Tingchen, Cheng 

mobing and Xu Ting looking at her with a kind of sarcastic eyes. They had already seen Zhao Tong's 

uneasiness and embarrassment. As the president of a huge company, they didn't even have the courage 

to speak on the stage. No wonder they made sarcasm from their hearts.  

 

Even Huo Tingchen felt that his decision was wrong. Seeing Zhao Tongxin's psychological quality, he was 

unlikely to become his opponent, so his eyes were even more scornful.  

 

Zhao Tong's gentle eyes immediately became sharp. She didn't think that Huo Tingchen looked down on 

her, which was not only related to her prestige, but also related to Jin Zhengting's authority.  

 

Her brain in the rapid type of draft, speed up the pace on the stage, eyes also gradually become firm.  

 

Her coming on stage made almost all the men's eyes straight. Although she met Zhao Tongxin more than 

once, she was accompanied by Jin Zhengting. Naturally, she didn't dare to look directly at his beautiful 

wife in front of president Jin. But this time, she could look at Zhao Tongxin without hesitation, which 

showed that she was much more beautiful than she thought. Although she was from a civilian 

background, she didn't have that kind of beauty Unique temperament is the most attractive.  

 



"Zhengting, if you look at those men's eyes, won't you be jealous?"  

 

Lu zhanyan looked around and asked Jin Zhengting in a joking tone.  

 

Jin Zhengting calmly smile: "of course I will not be jealous, they look at the pupil heart, nothing more 

than appreciate her beauty, for such a shallow look, not qualified to make me jealous."  

 

He is right. No one knows Zhao Tongxin better than him, and no one knows the most admirable qualities 

of Zhao Tongxin, because these are his personal privileges.  

 

Zhao Tongxin came to the stage without any embarrassment. Her bright eyes swept off the stage and 

finally settled on Huo Tingchen. She raised her mouth slightly and showed a smile. She took the 

microphone, nodded and bowed slightly first. This was out of respect for everyone who came to the 

stage. This is a person's most basic quality, she said I learned a lot from Jin Zhengting, one of the most 

important things is to grasp the details.Sure enough, this action attracted applause, not because of her 

beauty, not because of her identity, but because of her respect for others.  

 

According to the common sense, Zhao Tongxin's status does not need to bow to the people below, 

because she is Jin Zhengting's wife, and Jin Zhengting has always been the pinnacle of the city. It can be 

said that Zhao Tongxin's status already exists under one person and above ten thousand people. But 

with Jin Zhengting's doting on her, she may be the first person in Jiangbin It's too late.  

 

However, she can also bow to show her thanks for everyone's support, which shows that she still treats 

people in an equal way in her heart, and does not use her noble identity to suppress those who are 

inferior to her, so people's applause is spontaneous.  

 

Even Jin Zhengting, who was always cold and proud, had a smile in his eyes and nodded his head slightly 

to show his appreciation for Zhao Tongxin.  

 

"Thank you, I have no preparation, so I may not say well. Please forgive me first."  

 

Zhao Tongxin's voice with unspeakable tenderness, this is her most charming place, even if you don't see 

her extraordinary appearance, close your eyes, just listen to her voice, you can feel the warmth of the 

heart.  

 

Her eyes have been looking at Huo Tingchen, said faintly: "today is the opening day of the catering 

company jointly established by Yang and our company. The person I want to thank most here is Huo 

Tingchen, Huo."  

 

As soon as Zhao Tongxin's voice fell, there were bursts of exclamations. Everyone knew that Huo 

Tingchen and Jin Zhengting were mortal enemies. They didn't know why Zhao Tongxin wanted to thank 

Huo Tingchen.  

 

Even Huo Tingchen can't help but be stunned for a moment, but intuitively he can feel that Zhao 



Tongxin's gratitude to him is not sincere, it must have some special purpose.  

 

On one side, Xu Zheng frowned. He seemed to have guessed the intention of Zhao Tongxin's words. This 

is probably a formal declaration of war on Huo Tingchen group in front of all the rich people in Jiangbin.  

 

"As you all know, our company has been engaged in jewelry business, and the business is good. If it 

wasn't for Mr. Huo's Tianhong Jewelry Group, our company would not be involved in the catering 

industry. Therefore, Mr. Huo has contributed to the opening of the catering company this time."  

 

Zhao Tong heart light said, looking at Huo Tingchen's eyes, but not gentle, but a kind of unspeakable 

cold.  

 

There was a murmur among the people. They were all smart people. From Zhao Tongxin's tone, they 

could hear that this was not a thank-you, but more like telling the people about the resentment 

between her and Huo Tingchen.  

 

Everyone knows that a commercial war broke out in Jiangbin jewelry market some time ago. Tianhong 

Group severely impacted the jewelry market with very low prices, resulting in the bankruptcy of small 

companies in the jewelry industry. Zhao Tongxin's jewelry company also suffered a serious impact. 

Finally, Zhao Tongxin changed production and Tianhong jewelry company monopolized the jewelry 

industry.  

 

But they don't understand why Zhao Tongxin mentions the failure of the company's competition in front 

of the public. According to common sense, this is something that can't be announced in front of the 

public, which will cause distrust of her company.  

 

It's like this in business. If you lose to your opponent once, it's hard to turn over when you face this 

opponent again.  

 

"Here, I just want to say to Mr. Huo that Tianhong Group has not completely monopolized the jewelry 

industry, but our company is not interested in business for the time being. When our company's 

development plan in the catering industry is completed, we will continue to return to the jewelry 

industry."  

 

Zhao Tong looks at Huo Tingchen with bright eyes, and says with strong voice that, as Xu Zheng thinks, 

this is her public declaration of war on Huo Tingchen.  

 

"Zhengting, did you make Tong Xin say that?"  

 

Lu zhanyan frowned and asked Jin Zhengting, he did not understand why he wanted to make the 

contradiction between them and Huo Tingchen public on such an occasion. Although everyone knows it, 

both sides have to maintain their face in public all the time. Zhao Tongxin's doing so undoubtedly broke 

the tacit agreement between the two sides, which means that the time of decisive battle between the 

two sides is coming soon.  



 

Jin Zhengting's eyes became deep: "I didn't, it was Tong Xin who said it according to his own judgment. 

How, do you think she did something wrong?"  

 

Lu zhanyan shook his head slightly: "I don't know whether what she did is right or wrong, but we don't 

seem to be ready for a full-scale war with Huo Tingchen group. Would it be too rash to do so?"  

 

Although he said he didn't know, he had already expressed his worries about Zhao Tongxin's doing so. 

After all, he had to consider the overall situation. He felt that it was not the time to completely tear his 

face.  

 

"No, I think Tong Xin is right. Look at these people who come here today, although they don't 

communicate with Huo Tingchen, they don't show deep hatred for him, which shows that they are still 

waiting and waiting. If we have the upper hand, they will naturally fall to us. If Huo Tingchen is strong, 

they will fall down on us, and Tong Xin will do it It's to show a position, and it will also make many 

wavering people increase some chips in favor of us. We can't be too vague in our attitude even at the 

present stage. "Jin Zhengting explains with a smile that he and Zhao Tongxin have the most tacit 

understanding. He knows her purpose in everything she does.  

 

Lu zhanyan nodded, with a clear look on his face: "I understand. Since we are going to have a war with 

Huo Tingchen group sooner or later, it's better to make it public and see how those people choose."  

 

He understood what Jin Zhengting meant. In fact, the fact that he is now publicly declaring war on Huo 

Tingchen also forces those rich people to stand in line.  

 

Zhao Tong Xin looked at those rich people who whispered, coughed gently to remind them to be quiet. 

Her status was aloof, so there was a complete silence immediately.  

 

"Huo Tingchen, our company officially declared war on you."  

Chapter 534 

 

When the audience heard Zhao Tongxin's words, everyone thought in silence, because the rules of 

business, even if the two sides are in a state of competition or even hostility, they should maintain their 

basic face on the surface. Like Zhao Tongxin, he expressed his intention to declare war on Huo Tingchen 

in public, which can be said to break this unwritten rule.  

 

However, people are relieved to think of Zhao Tongxin's transcendent position in Jiangbin. Jin Zhengting 

is the rule maker, not the executor, in Jiangbin.  

 

So when we figured out this point, we began to think about the deeper meaning. It was obvious that 

Zhao Tongxin could say the severe words of declaring war, so Jin Zhengting must be supporting her 

behind her. We naturally thought that this was Jin Zhengting's original intention, but it was just a 

hindrance to us. We just borrowed Zhao Tongxin's words to say it.  



 

In fact, this is a misunderstanding. Jin Zhengting never uses Zhao Tongxin to do anything. He just spoils 

her too much, so he always does what she wants.  

 

However, we will not think so. Everyone takes Zhao Tongxin's words as a signal that there will be a final 

and decisive duel between Jin Zhengting and Huo Tingchen soon. This is to warn these rich people to see 

who they are willing to stand on.  

 

Most of these rich people hold a wait-and-see attitude and adopt a wise attitude. No matter Jin 

Zhengting wins or Huo Tingchen dominates the riverside, they will not have much relationship with 

them. They have little business contacts with both sides. Frankly speaking, it is also because although 

these people belong to the upper class, they are different from Jin Zhengting or Huo Tingchen In recent 

years, their grades are far from perfect, so even if the two sides fight each other, it doesn't have much 

to do with their vital interests.  

 

To be sure, in the last boat gambling incident, Zhao Tongxin saved many of them. These people are 

grateful to Zhao Tongxin, but only grateful.  

 

The more people in the upper class, the more they value interests. As for people like human feelings, 

they naturally look very thin. Even if they have the grace of saving lives, they are not worth mentioning 

in front of interests. This is the weakness of human nature.  

 

However, everyone knows that it's time to stand in line. If we continue to maintain such a neutral 

attitude, no matter which side of the two sides has won the final victory, we will not see each other, or 

even crowd out. Therefore, in this class, it's impossible for both sides not to offend if they want to be 

good people.  

 

But when it comes to standing in line, they don't know whose side to stand on. Jin Zhengting is the top 

figure in the pyramid of Jiangbin, and people are used to treating him as an authority. The Jin family is 

also deeply rooted in Jiangbin and has a wide range of backgrounds. At the same time, the other two big 

families in Jiangbin, the Yang family and the Lu family, will certainly stand on Jin Zhengting's side, so they 

are very strong in strength Powerful, for these rich, it is simply unattainable existence.  

 

However, when we look at Huo Tingchen, we find that he can not be underestimated either. He already 

has Tianhong Group, a huge financial group, and has obtained all the property of the Cheng family in 

Jiangdong. Behind him is Cheng mobing group's support. Although the status of Xu family can not be 

compared with Jin, Yang and Lu family, it is also a wealthy family in Jiangbin, Xu Zheng, Xu Ting and Huo 

Tingchen I have told you that they are also on Huo Tingchen's side.  

 

In a comprehensive analysis, the strength of the two sides is almost the same, and it is possible for 

anyone to win in the end. This is a dilemma for those who want to stand in the team. You should know 

that if you make the wrong choice, you will end up in pieces. Second is whether the assets can be 

preserved. In terms of the background of underground forces of both sides, whether the lives can be 

preserved is unknown.  



 

So many people didn't make a statement at the first time. They have to be cautious about this difficult 

choice.  

 

At this time, many people look at Huo Tingchen to see what kind of reaction he has. Huo Tingchen has a 

gentleman like smile on his face, but his pupils are contracting rapidly. He doesn't think it's Zhao 

Tongxin's challenge to him, but a kind of provocation.  

 

In his eyes, only Jin Zhengting can be his opponent. Although Zhao Tongxin is Jin Zhengting's wife, he has 

no capital to challenge him.  

 

In front of so many people, being declared war in front of a weak girl is a very shameless thing for Huo 

Tingchen, who is extremely conceited.  

 

"Mr. Zhao, since you are going to declare war on the group, we should fight. But we are not in a field. 

How do you think we can defeat the group?"  

 

Now that the words have come to this point, Huo Tingchen has to speak. He has a fake smile on his face, 

his eyes are flashing sinister, but his voice is very gentle to ask Zhao Tongxin.  

 

"As I said just now, when our company is on the right track in the catering industry, we will continue to 

engage in the business of jewelry industry. I hope Mr. Huo's jewelry company will not go bankrupt by 

then, otherwise my declaration of war on you will be a waste of saliva."  

 

Zhao Tong heart coldly said to Huo Tingchen, her eyes also showed never cold, she can keep a good 

heart to anyone, but people who are hostile to her are excluded, especially Huo Tingchen, Zhao Tong 

heart will not give him any good look.  

 

"Ha ha ha."Huo Tingchen laughed: "Mr. Zhao is joking. Now our group has monopolized the whole 

jewelry industry. I really don't know what capital Mr. Zhao has to compete with our group."  

 

He said these words not only to Zhao Tongxin, but also to those rich people. He also knew that Zhao 

Tongxin's declaration of war had the purpose of making these rich people stand in line. Therefore, he 

had to show these people his strength. To be able to defeat Jin Zhengting group in the jewelry industry 

was undoubtedly his greatest achievement in the war with Jin Zhengting in recent years.  

 

Of course, he also understood that Jin Zhengting had long seen the saturated state of the jewelry 

market, so he didn't tangle with him and took the initiative to withdraw capital from the jewelry market. 

However, in front of people who don't know the truth, this must become the capital for him to show his 

strength, because it seems that Jin Zhengting will win in the end for any plan other than this.  

 

"Let's wait and see. Mr. Huo, don't be happy too soon."  

 

Zhao Tongxin lightly replied, with an enigmatic smile on her face, which surprised the rich people. From 



this seemingly casual smile, they saw Zhao Tongxin's self-confidence, which also showed that she had a 

back move, enough to deal with Huo Tingchen's back move.  

 

Huo Tingchen's words made them hesitate. After all, Jin Zhengting had been in the jewelry business for 

many years, but he was forced to change production in just a few days. This shows that Huo Tingchen's 

strength is superior to Jin Zhengting's, but Zhao Tongxin's enigmatic smile seems to imply that these 

people are not seeing all the facts.  

 

Without exception, the rich are extremely smart people. They are the best at observing words and 

colors. After seeing Zhao Tongxin's smile, they immediately supplement themselves, thus overturning 

their assessment of Huo Tingchen's strength just now.  

 

"I can't see that Tong Xin has such a good grasp of the details. A simple expression can produce 

unexpected effects. Zhengting, you are really a good teacher."  

 

Looking at the thoughtful expression of the people around, Lu zhanyan whispered to Jin Zhengting, and 

quietly extended a thumb.  

 

Jin Zhengting was very calm. He expected Zhao Tongxin to behave like this. He said faintly: "so I told you 

from a very early age, don't underestimate Tong Xin. She is also a very smart girl, far more powerful 

than you think."  

 

"Well, it seems that I'm wrong. I always thought that you trusted Tong Xin out of selfishness. Now it 

seems that she is really talented in business, and her achievements over time will not be inferior to 

mine."  

 

Lu zhanyan is convinced that he is also a wise president. From Zhao Tongxin's series of performances, 

we can see that Zhao Tongxin really has the potential to become an excellent entrepreneur.  

 

You should know that although Lu zhanyan is slightly inferior to Jin Zhengting in this field, he is also one 

of the top presidents of Jiangbin. If he can give Zhao Tongxin such a high evaluation, it only means that 

he has seen that Zhao Tongxin's potential ability is definitely not under him.  

 

Jin Zhengting light smile, did not speak, just very attentive looking at Zhao Tongxin and Huo Tingchen 

dialogue, his eyes abnormal gentle.  

 

"Mr. Zhao, we'll wait and see, but I don't understand. According to the truth, even if it's a declaration of 

war, it should be Jin Zhengting. When Mr. Jin and I said these words, it's just you. Even if you're his wife, 

you're just the president of a branch of his group. Don't you think it's a bit inadequate?"  

 

Huo Tingchen said with a sneer that he was mocking Zhao Tongxin's identity and was not worthy of 

being an opponent with him. In this way, everyone would think that Zhao Tongxin was beyond his 

ability.  

 



"With the strength of your group, it's not enough for me to come forward. This game will be played with 

you again. You can continue."  

 

Jin Zhengting said a light, and then to the stage of Zhao Tong heart after a gentle smile, no longer speak.  

 

His statement is to tell these wait-and-see rich people that Huo Tingchen is not qualified to be his 

enemy, which is also in line with his always arrogant character.  

 

Huo Tingchen's pupils contracted again. Jin Zhengting despised him. If it was someone else, he could 

bear it. But if it was Jin Zhengting, he could not bear it.  

 

"Mr. Jin, do you think your group's strength is higher than mine? To tell you the truth, I have invested all 

the capital of Jiangdong in the Jiangbin market. Then you will see if I have such strength in the end!"  

 

Huo Tingchen stares at Jin Zhengting. The gentleman's smile that he used to show in front of people is 

gone. Instead, he uses the extremely ferocious expression and says to Jin Zhengting in a cold voice.  

 

Jin Zhengting casually scratched his ear and said faintly, "I've known this for a long time. Is there any 

other news?"  

 

When we heard that Huo Tingchen had injected all the capital of Jiangdong into Jiangbin, our hearts 

were shaken again, because they all knew how powerful the Cheng family of Jiangdong was. However, 

when they saw Jin Zhengting's lighthearted appearance, they felt that he had already made the right 

preparations.  

 

Both sides are trying their best to win over these rich people who are in a wait-and-see position. The 

assets of these people one by one are not enough to affect the development of the situation. If all the 

capital of these people is concentrated, it is also a huge force that can not be ignored. Jin Zhengting and 

Huo Tingchen are both aware of this matter, so when they fight secretly, both sides will deliberately 

show their confidence Their own strong, in order to persuade these wait-and-see rich."Huo Tingchen, 

why do you want to go to the court? Your opponent is me."  

 

Zhao Tongxin timely mended the sword on the stage, which also implied that Huo Tingchen wanted to 

be the enemy of Jin Zhengting and was not qualified.  

 

There are too many celebrities on the scene, and Huo Tingchen can't do it immediately. Even if he wants 

to do it, only long Jiu and Xu Ting have the power to fight. Jin Zhengting and Zhao Tongxin can be 

described as experts like Yun. Moreover, he is in Jin Zhengting's territory, and his men are all over the 

place, so even if he is angry now, he can only suppress himself The small flames of anger that were 

burning in the fire.  

 

"In the next month, I will set up a catering company. I hope you will all come and join me. Let's go."  

 



Huo Tingchen coldly dropped a sentence and left with his people. This secret war, he lost again, but this 

time he didn't lose to Jin Zhengting, but Zhao Tongxin.  
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"Brother, is it too suffocating for us to leave like this?"  

 

Long Jiu, who left the hall, asked indignantly. She once wanted to do it on the spot, but Huo Tingchen's 

eyes stopped her. If anyone in the world could command her, then Huo Tingchen must be the one.  

 

"Didn't you see Jin Zhengting's men all over the corner of the reception? If you had just made a move, 

I'm afraid we would not be able to walk out safely."  

 

Huo Tingchen's eyes twinkled with anger, but he still tried to keep calm, did not attack on the spot.  

 

"Mr. Huo is right. This is not our sphere of influence. The consequences of rash action can only give Jin 

Zhengting an excuse to deal with us."  

 

Xu Zheng agrees with Huo Tingchen's patience. Even if there is a conflict with Jin Zhengting today, he 

tries his best to avoid the expansion of the situation. Another important reason is that Jin Zhengting has 

done almost all of their power after several previous actions, so what he can do now is to be patient.  

 

"But in this way, those rich people must think that we are afraid of Jin Zhengting."  

 

Long Jiu said that she was right. Although there was no confrontation this time, their departure also 

showed that Jin Zhengting had overtaken them.  

 

"Don't care about this. Let Jin Zhengting be arrogant first. When we take Lu zhanyan down, we will 

concentrate on dealing with him."  

 

Huo Tingchen's eyes were a little chilly. Although he suffered a loss this time, he was actually showing 

weakness. In this way, Jin Zhengting could relax his vigilance. Their main purpose this time was to design 

Lu zhanyan.  

 

"That's right, but I always feel a little uneasy about handing over the key steps in the plan to Jin Ying and 

Gu Chen."  

 

Long Jiu coldly says that Jin Ying is Jin Zhengting's sister, and Gu Chen loves Zhao Tongxin deeply. 

Therefore, long Jiu always thinks that they may turn back at any time.  

 

"Don't worry, these two people have been controlled by me. I know what they want, and they also know 

what I want. So as long as they don't exceed their bottom line, Jin Ying and Gu Chen will listen to us."  

 

Huo Tingchen gave a ferocious smile. He was very relieved to Jin Ying and Gu Chen, because at present, 



only he can give them what they want, so he is the real leader in this cooperation.  

 

In the hall, after Huo Tingchen left, Zhao Tongxin made another speech to thank the guests and 

elaborate the grand goal of United catering group. After she finished her speech, the grand opening 

reception was officially started. At the same time, dozens of chain restaurants in Jiangbin held a brief 

ribbon cutting ceremony, which was officially opened to customers. Zhao Tongxin's speech was very 

encouraging The production change plan came to a perfect end.  

 

"Good performance."  

 

As soon as Zhao Tongxin came down from the stage, Jin Zhengting held out her hand with a smile.  

 

"Ziye is also true. He pushed me up without consulting me. He was really nervous before he came on 

stage."  

 

Zhao Tong Xin patted her chest, slightly exhaled a breath, this action makes her look more charming.  

 

Jin Zhengting smiles: "I'm afraid you'll get used to Yang ziye's unreliable behavior in the future, but this 

time you really blame him. He also wants to let everyone know that the real boss of the United catering 

group is not him, but you, otherwise you won't be allowed to take the stage."  

 

As an old friend for many years, he certainly knows what Yang ziye thinks, but he looks like a playboy. 

Even if he does good things, everyone will naturally think of the bad things.  

 

"Zhengting, I suddenly declared war on Huo Tingchen. Didn't I destroy your plan?"  

 

Zhao Tong Xin then remembered that he had made a very important decision for him without consulting 

Jin Zhengting. He lowered his head and was a little embarrassed to look at him.  

 

Jin Zhengting shook her hand slightly, with unspeakable tenderness in her voice: "do we have to 

distinguish each other? The decision you make is my decision, so don't think about it when it's over. Do 

you think we will live in peace with Huo Tingchen?"  

 

Zhao Tongxin felt warm in her heart. She knew that no matter how much trouble she had done, Jin 

Zhengting would treat her with a tolerant heart.  

 

"Tong Xin, congratulations."  

 

Although it has been said once, now the catering company is officially opened. Ke Jingteng and Lu 

zhanyan toast to her.  

 

Zhao Tongxin is a bit embarrassed when she looks at the wine cup handed by the waiter. She is pregnant 

now, so she can't drink any more. However, in the face of the blessing from Jin Zhengting's two best 

friends, it seems that it's too shameful not to drink.  



 

Before she could figure out what to do, Jin Zhengting grabbed the glass in front of her and gently 

touched it with Ke Jingteng and Lu zhanyan's glass: "Tong Xin's body, you know, I'll drink it for her."  

 

Ke Jingteng and Lu zhanyan look at each other and smile. They don't say anything more. They all know 

how much Jin Zhengting loves his wife. If Zhao Tongxin is forced to drink, maybe this old friend will turn 

his face on the spot.One after another, some people who have made friends with Jin Zhengting group 

come to offer a toast. Jin Zhengting, without exception, gets in the way because it's the opening wine of 

Jing Zhao Tongxin company, which can't be avoided. And because Zhao Tongxin absolutely can't drink, 

Jin Zhengting won't refuse.  

 

Looking at the way he blocks wine for himself, Zhao Tongxin's eyes can't help getting confused. No 

matter when it comes, Jin Zhengting's first consideration is always her.  

 

"Tong Xin, congratulations."  

 

It's Qian Yuanyuan who talks. She hands Zhao Tongxin a glass of water. As a good friend, she naturally 

won't let Zhao Tongxin drink at this time. Moreover, she talks a lot on the stage. Now she must be 

thirsty, so she kindly brings her a glass of water.  

 

"Thank you."  

 

Zhao Tong Xin is really thirsty. He takes the water she handed him and wants to drink it. However, his 

wrist is always held by the spoon garden protecting her: "Tong Xin, don't drink it first."  

 

She turned her head and gave Qian Yuanyuan an apologetic smile: "I'm sorry, I don't doubt you. It's 

because there are always people who want to hurt her heart during this period of time, so we have to 

take her food in person. If there is any offence, please forgive me."  

 

Shaoyuan's words are sincere and appropriate, trying to avoid Qian Yuanyuan's embarrassment, but 

even if she knows the relationship between Qian Yuanyuan and Zhao Tongxin, she will not relax her 

vigilance, because it is her responsibility to protect Zhao Tongxin.  

 

Qian Yuanyuan was stunned for a moment, then saw that Shaoyuan was serious and took back the 

water from Zhao Tong's heart. He said to Shaoyuan with a smile, "I understand. Now Huo Tingchen must 

hate Tong's heart. Her safety must be protected."  

 

Zhao Tong Xin some embarrassed said: "Yuanyuan, sorry, they are like this, said many times did not 

listen."  

 

"Tong Xin, what do you mean? You are pregnant now, and some people want to harm you. How can you 

do without paying attention? I think they are doing very well, and there is no mistake at all."  

 

Qian Yuanyuan is also a considerate person. Naturally, she won't take this matter to heart. This little 



disturbance passed away immediately. They sat on the sofa and chatted.  

 

Not far away Jin Ying and Gu Chen see everything in the eyes, Jin Ying light said: "it seems that my 

brother's protection of Zhao Tong heart is still in place, now you should rest assured?"  

 

Gu Chen breathed a sigh of relief. Even if he chose to cooperate with Huo Tingchen now, it was based on 

Zhao Tongxin's safety. They also participated in the design of Lu zhanyan, so he was very worried that 

Huo Tingchen would use the same method to deal with Zhao Tongxin one day.  

 

But seeing Shaoyuan's serious and responsible attitude, he was really relieved. It seems that this method 

will not have any effect on Zhao Tongxin.  

 

Jin Ying naturally can't see his relaxed expression, but she can feel it completely, because his heart beats 

more slowly and his breathing is much more stable. The subtle details of his voice will enable her to 

accurately judge a person's emotional state.  

 

Jin Ying won't be happy for Gu Chen's peace of mind, because she knows that Zhao Tongxin has brought 

all this to him, so it can be seen that Gu Chen's heart is still only that woman.  

 

Her heart suddenly filled with hatred. Zhao Tongxin robbed her brother, who had loved her since she 

was a child. Because he couldn't get along well with Zhao Tongxin, her brother locked himself in a 

mental hospital. Gu Chen, whom she loved deeply, only had Zhao Tongxin in her heart. The two most 

important men in Jin Ying's life gave their hearts to Zhao Tongxin. In addition, she is now in a mental 

hospital The blind and twisted character gradually turned into a deep hatred for Zhao Tong Xin.  

 

But she didn't show it, because she still need to use Gu Chen, absolutely can't let him see his hostility to 

Zhao Tong Xin.  

 

"Xiaoying, your face is very bad, isn't it uncomfortable?"  

 

Gu Chen saw that Jin Ying was pale, so he asked with concern that he regarded Jin Ying as his sister. 

Although he knew what she meant to him, he still didn't accept it because of the existence of Zhao 

Tong's heart.  

 

"I'm ok. Now we just need to look for opportunities. Remember, don't let others find out. Just let Lu 

zhanyan know."  

 

Jin Ying said calmly that she didn't have the fear of harming others at all. Gu Chen couldn't do it. Now he 

was very nervous because he knew Qian Yuanyuan. If he wanted to harm a familiar person, he would 

have a bad conscience.  

 

"Xiaoying, what are you going to do?"  

 

Gu Chen holds Jin Ying and asks in a low voice that he really doesn't know what to do at this time. Huo 



Tingchen didn't explain his specific action plan in advance, which is also the reason why long Jiu worries 

that they can't complete the task.  

 

"You hold me in the past, I will talk to Zhao Tongxin, and then pretend to fall down. I think their 

attention will be on me at this time. When no one pays attention to you, you put the medicine into Qian 

Yuanyuan's cup, and then we just need to contact Xu Ting."  

 

Jin Ying said without expression, as if she had done this kind of thing countless times, she was not a bad 

person in essence, but because her heart was twisted to the extreme, she became extremely cruel.  

 

Gu Chen thought for a while and asked in a low voice, "but we only give Qian Yuanyuan medicine. If Lu 

Moyan finds out what to do, the plan will be in vain.""No, you will naturally know that, because there 

will be a very important person who will be able to attract everyone's attention. We can take advantage 

of this time to secretly take Qian Yuanyuan out. Huo Tingchen will meet them in the parking lot. And you 

can rest assured that they have used the electromagnetic interference monitoring system, and no one 

will notice us later."  

 

Jin Ying is very confident about these things, because she has practiced many times in her heart. She 

believes that she can complete Huo Tingchen's task without knowing it.  

 

She is a smart woman. Naturally, she knows what Huo Tingchen designed Lu zhanyan for. However, 

when she thinks of the so-called unfairness of the Jin family, her only guilt disappears.  

 

"When you're ready, we'll start to act. Remember, don't be afraid, because fear will make your 

movements slow and expose your guilty heart. None of these people are not smart people. It's hard for 

you to cheat them."  

 

Jin Ying reminds me in a low voice and slowly goes to the direction where Zhao Tongxin is.  
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"Congratulations, sister-in-law. I'm just in a hurry. I didn't bring any presents."  

 

With Gu Chen's help, Jin Ying comes down to Zhao Tongxin and says in a flat tone that she is indeed Jin 

Zhengting's sister. She pays attention to every detail very well. Now her performance is no different 

from usual, so as not to arouse other people's suspicion.  

 

Jin Zhengting, in particular, grew up with her brother. She knows his brother's super insight very well. If 

there is any flaw, she will be found by him.  

 

"Thank you. I'll be very happy if you can come."  

 

Zhao Tongxin's feelings towards Jin Ying are complicated. On the one hand, Jin Ying is Jin Zhengting's 

sister. As Jin Zhengting's wife, she treats Jin Ying like a sister. But on the other hand, maybe because of 



Xu Yanke's relationship, Jin Ying has always been estranged from her. Even because of the conflict 

between the two sides, Jin Ying is put into a mental hospital by Jin Zhengting, which makes her even 

more estranged Even after Jin Ying was injured this time, Zhao Tongxin showed unusual concern. It 

didn't seem to work very well. She didn't move Jin Ying at all.  

 

However, Jin Ying's presence today seems to be a signal of reconciliation, so Zhao Tong is very happy. 

She will never think of the eldest daughter of Jin family. Now she has joined Huo Tingchen.  

 

Not only did she not think of it, but everyone would not think of it. Even Jin Zhengting would not think 

that his own sister would betray him.  

 

"If there's nothing wrong, I'll go back first. I don't like this noisy environment very much."  

 

Jin Ying is still very insipid tone, she said a light, hand quietly in Gu Chen holding her arm hand stroke, 

this is the signal they agreed.  

 

Gu Chen's in the mind a burst of nervous, fortunately he is also the star of acting and beauty coexist, so 

don't see a nervous expression on his face, he also knows that people here are smarter than themselves, 

a small flaw will be wasted.  

 

"Wait a minute."  

 

Jin Zhengting suddenly said something. When he said something, they were surprised at the same time. 

However, their psychological quality was good. They stopped to wait for Jin Zhengting's words.  

 

"It's not safe recently. I'll transfer some bodyguards to you tomorrow. If Gu Chen needs them, I'll send 

two of them to him."  

 

Jin Zhengting said faintly that he didn't find anything wrong with Jin Ying either. Maybe it was because 

he knew her sister too well. He knew that Jin Ying was not good at words and was silent, so he was used 

to her attitude for a long time.  

 

It turned out that she had not been seen through. Jin Ying secretly said that it was dangerous, but Jin 

Zhengting's concern for her made her decide to revenge on her family began to waver. After all, it was 

all her relatives. Xu Yanke hurt herself because she didn't know her life experience. Zhao Tongxin didn't 

have a deep hatred with her. Jin Zhengting was just a little colder and treated her badly She is still very 

concerned. You know, Jin Zhengting seldom gives her bodyguards to others, which proves that her 

position in her brother's heart is still very important.  

 

When she hesitated to continue to help Huo Tingchen, Gu Chen said: "thank you, Mr. Jin. It's better not 

to. It's better for bodyguards to protect Tong Xin."  

 

This sentence is like a thorn, deeply hurt Jin Ying's heart, she is so in love with Gu Chen, but this man's 

heart is only Zhao Tong Xin, this is what she feels unacceptable, and also the most important reason for 



her imbalance of mentality.  

 

If you want to take revenge on Zhao Tongxin, you are bound to be hit by Jin Zhengting. At the beginning, 

you were only aimed at Zhao Tongxin, so you were put into a mental hospital by him. This is also a 

wound that can never be healed in Jin Ying's heart. Has that woman really made her brother infatuated 

with her six relatives?  

 

Jin Ying's original wavering determination is firm again. She must make Zhao Tongxin pay the price. Even 

if the Jin family is allowed to bury Zhao Tongxin, she will not hesitate.  

 

"Brother, let's go."  

 

Jin Ying said a light, in Gu Chen's help slowly turn around, in the moment of turning around, she 

deliberately stepped on the corner of her skirt, Gu Chen very cooperate in that moment released the 

hand holding her arm.  

 

After she lost her balance, she fell heavily on the floor, making a small but not small sound. Many people 

around her looked over here. After all, many people know Miss Jin. It's harmless to make a fool of 

herself in front of so many people, even if she can't take pictures.  

 

Zhao Tongxin and Qian Yuanyuan come to help Jin Ying. Even Jin Zhengting frowns slightly. From his 

voice just now, we can tell that Jin Ying's fall is not light. In fact, he is very worried about his sister 

because she is blind now and really needs someone to take care of her. So when he helps Jin Ying, he is 

already thinking about whether to let Shaoyuan or Rong Qi take care of her for a while It's too late.  

 

Just when everyone's attention is focused on Jin Ying, Gu Chen quietly takes out a packet of white 

powder from his pocket and pours it into Qian Yuanyuan's water cup. This is the sleeping pill Huo 

Tingchen specially prepared for him. Although it is not poisonous, it can make people fall asleep quickly.  

 

Jin Ying was lifted up by the crowd, and a bruise appeared on her arm. In order to attract everyone's 

attention, she was hard-working. In order to perform the trick well, she deliberately threw away the 

hands of the crowd and said coldly, "I'm ok. You don't have to help me."This is more in line with her 

character, but also to try to avoid causing other people's suspicion.  

 

"Xiaoying, do you want to go to the hospital? I think you fell a lot."  

 

Zhao Tongxin inquired with concern. She knew from the bruise on Jin Ying's arm that Jin Ying was in pain 

now. She lost her temper because she fell in front of everyone and touched her fragile and sensitive self-

esteem.  

 

"I don't need it, Gu Chen. Let's go."  

 

Jin Ying coldly answers, Gu Chen apologetically nods to everybody, then helps Jin Ying to leave 

everybody's line of sight, but they did not leave the hall, but found a very hidden corner to hide, now 



what they have to do is wait for the opportunity.  

 

Zhao Tong Xin looks at their back and shakes her head helplessly. She thinks Jin Ying's character is not 

very good. Her strange temper must be due to some psychological problems.  

 

"Don't worry about her. I'll get someone to show her when we're busy."  

 

Jin Zhengting took her hand and said faintly that he also knew that Jin Ying's psychology had a problem, 

but now he was really too busy. He didn't want to be distracted by other things when he was fighting 

Huo Tingchen.  

 

"Well, in a word, it can't be too long, otherwise Xiaoying's situation will be very bad."  

 

Zhao Tongxin nestles in Jin Zhengting's arms and says softly.  

 

"Tong Xin, you are more and more like a little woman now."  

 

Qian Yuanyuan looks at Zhao Tongxin like a bird and says with a smile that she is really happy for Zhao 

Tongxin to find such a good man as Jin Zhengting.  

 

"Come on, it seems that you and Mo Yan are not like this together."  

 

Zhao Tong Xin's pretty face was slightly red. He held up a glass of water from the spoon garden and said 

with a smile, "to our happiness, cheers."  

 

Qian Yuanyuan picked up his water cup and ran into Zhao Tongxin's and drank all the water in it.  

 

Gu Chen, who has been monitoring here in the distance, whispered to Jin Ying: "she has drunk it, and 

the drug will attack in 15 minutes."  

 

"Well, just wait ten minutes and the person who can help us will show up."  

 

Jin Ying is confident that she knows that Huo Tingchen has already arranged together. This time, half of 

Lu zhanyan's plan has been successfully completed.  

 

Just when Zhao Tongxin and Qian Yuanyuan were chatting happily, a commotion suddenly broke out in 

the hall. Many people gathered and glared at a person who had just entered the hall.  

 

As the host of the reception, Zhao Tongxin immediately takes Jin Zhengting's hand and says excuse me 

to Qian Yuanyuan. Then he goes to see that Shaoyuan and Rongqi naturally follow Zhao Tongxin.  

 

At this time, everyone's eyes, including Lu zhanyan and Lu Moyan, focused on the person who had just 

entered the hall. Qian Yuanyuan wanted to go and have a look, but suddenly felt dizzy and had to sit 

back on the sofa. She only felt that her eyelids were heavier and heavier, and her consciousness was 



gradually blurred.  

 

Slowly, Qian Yuanyuan fell asleep on the sofa, but no one noticed her at this time, because everyone's 

eyes were focused on the door, because they didn't know why Cheng Mohan, the former president of 

Tianhong Group, suddenly appeared here.  

 

Except for a few people in Jin Zhengting group who know the inside story, we don't know that Huo 

Tingchen once pretended to be mo Han. So we don't have a bad impression of Huo Tingchen, but we 

don't have the same impression of Cheng Mohan, because when he was on the gambling boat, many 

people were designed by Huo Tingchen, and this account is naturally due to Cheng Mohan.  

 

Jin Zhengting and Zhao Tongxin are stunned by Cheng Mohan's sudden appearance. They haven't heard 

from him since they parted in Southeast Asia. However, he is still dignified, so he should be doing well.  

 

It's just that the rich people on the scene don't like him at all. They point at him and scold him all the 

time. Cheng Mohan, as if he didn't hear the reaction of these people, directly chooses to ignore them, 

because he certainly knows that the reason why these people are hostile to themselves is probably 

directly related to Huo Tingchen's pretending to be himself and doing a lot of bad things.  

 

But neither he nor Jin Zhengting can explain to these people, because no one will believe his words, so 

he chose silence as the best way.  

 

"Here you are."  

 

Jin Zhengting gives a light greeting. He and Cheng Mohan are always real enemies, and his attitude 

makes those noisy rich people shut up immediately. These people can see from Jin Zhengting's attitude 

towards Cheng Mohan that their friendship seems to be pretty good.  

 

Although everyone is still wondering why Jin always has a good relationship with Cheng Mohan, since 

they are friends of Jin, they can't shout at Cheng Mohan.  

 

"I came to Jiangbin yesterday. I heard that today is the opening day of Tong Xin's company, so I specially 

came to congratulate you."  

 

Cheng Mohan's voice is a little hoarse, because the wound on his voice is not complete, but from the 

look, he has recovered quite well.  

 

"Thank you, brother mo."Zhao Tongxin knows that Jin Zhengting has solved the misunderstanding 

between him and Cheng Mohan, so she confidently greets Cheng Mohan, because she won't let Jin 

Zhengting be jealous again.  

 

Cheng Mo Han smile: "Tong Xin, Congratulations, you are beautiful today."  

 

"Thank you."  



 

Zhao Tong Xin responds with a smile. Her body unconsciously leans closer to Jin Zhengting, which is also 

her instinctive reaction for fear that he will be jealous.  

 

Jin Zhengting light smile: "I will not be jealous."  

 

"I'm just afraid."  

 

Zhao Tong heart rare coquetry, this is because to see Jin Zhengting and his childhood friends can live in 

peace and happy.  

 

"Brother Xiaomo, let me introduce you. This is Lu zhanyan and this is his younger brother Lu Moyan."  

 

Zhao Tong Xin introduces his friends to Cheng Mo Han. Cheng Mo Bing nods and shakes hands with 

everyone.  

 

"No, where is Qian Yuanyuan?"  

 

After introducing Lu zhanyan, when he was about to introduce Qian Yuanyuan, Zhao Tongxin suddenly 

found that his best friend had disappeared.  

Chapter 537 

 

In the parking lot, Huo Tingchen lights a cigarette with a pleasant expression on his face. Looking at Qian 

Yuanyuan in the back seat, he knows that his plan is nearly completed.  

 

Jin Ying and Gu Chen take advantage of Cheng Mohan's appearance to attract everyone's attention, and 

secretly bring Qian Yuanyuan out of the room. Naturally, Huo Tingchen's men sneak into the crowd and 

wait to meet them.  

 

When Jin Ying and Gu Chen finished their task, they immediately drove away from here, all of which 

were done unconsciously.  

 

Because Huo Tingchen had already sent someone to inquire about Cheng Mohan's itinerary, he would 

take advantage of the gap that would attract everyone's attention when he appeared. It can be said that 

the plan has been perfect at this point.  

 

"Brother, the next step is to bring out Lu zhanyan, but I'm afraid Jin Zhengting will intervene in this 

matter."  

 

Long Jiu's charming eyes are shining with excitement, but they are worried. If Jin Zhengting intervenes, 

they are likely to fail again. They have played with him many times, and none of them can win Jin 

Zhengting. In this way, long Jiu's self-confidence is greatly damaged.  

 



"Don't worry. With Qian Yuanyuan in hand, do you think Lu zhanyan may not be at my mercy?"  

 

Huo Tingchen's mouth slightly raised, showing a grim smile. He knew that although Lu zhanyan always 

deliberately avoided his contact with Qian Yuanyuan, he still loved her deeply in his heart. When she 

was threatened by her life, Lu zhanyan would be at his disposal.  

 

"Mr. Huo, the place is ready. It's an abandoned factory in the suburb. I've arranged staff there, waiting 

for the landing speech."  

 

Xu Zheng lit a cigarette and said with a smile that this plan was designed by him in an all-round way. It 

looks very successful. At least he has caught Lu zhanyan's weakness.  

 

"Well, let's go now."  

 

Huo Tingchen motioned to long Jiu to start the car. While driving, long Jiu asked suspiciously: "brother, 

since we already have money in our hands, why don't we use her to threaten Lu zhanyan to deal with 

Huo Tingchen?"  

 

Huo Tingchen also lit a cigarette and gave a cold smile: "because it's impossible. He and Jin Zhengting 

grew up together. He won't betray his best friend for the sake of a woman, but Lu Moyan is different. As 

long as he can create irreconcilable contradictions for their brotherhood, I think he will choose to 

cooperate with us sooner or later."  

 

"Mr. Jin is right. Although the two brothers of the Lu family have a good relationship, they are not 

monolithic. If I were Lu Moyan, I would be interested in the position of the head of the Lu family."  

 

Xu Zheng said faintly that he did read the materials of Lu's two brothers carefully. From Lu Moyan's 

move to open an entertainment company alone, we can see that he is not willing to hide in his brother's 

light, which proves that he is also an ambitious man. As long as he has ambition, Xu Zheng thinks that he 

can use it.  

 

"Xu Zheng is right. As long as I can ensure that he is the head of the Lu family, and he sees what 

happened to his wife and brother, I think he will agree to cooperate with us. Don't worry about that."  

 

Huo Tingchen said with a burning eye that he was also very confident in Xu Zheng's plan, because they 

were the same kind of people and were very good at grasping other people's weaknesses.  

 

"Well, let's go according to the original plan."  

 

With a smile on his face, long Jiu stepped on the accelerator. The luxury car finished a beautiful elegant 

ride on the road and drove to the abandoned factory in the suburbs.  

 

The reception in the company hall.  

 



Lu Mo Yan looked anxious. He searched every corner of the hall, but he didn't see the shadow of Qian 

Yuan Yuan, which made him feel an ominous premonition.  

 

Zhao Tongxin is also anxious. After all, Qian Yuanyuan is her best friend, and she is missing under her 

eyelids, which makes her feel that she has to take some responsibility.  

 

Only Jin Zhengting and Cheng Mohan are calm. They are the same kind of people. Their nerves have long 

been tempered into steel.  

 

Shaoyuan and Rongqi come back in a hurry. They just went to the monitoring room and retrieved the 

video to check.  

 

"Well, have you found it?"  

 

Zhao Tongxin and Lu Moyan anxiously went up to ask, their mood is very impatient, a good living 

person, how can suddenly disappear from the eyes?  

 

Shaoyuan and Rong Qi are helpless to shake their heads, Shaoyuan sighed: "just now the monitoring 

system seems to be out of order, half an hour ago all the video disappeared, unable to find."  

 

"How could that be?"  

 

Zhao Tong's heart suddenly tightened. She already felt that it was a conspiracy and a kidnapping event. 

But she couldn't understand why there were so many powerful people here. Why did she just kidnap 

Qian Yuanyuan?  

 

Jin Zhengting and Cheng Mohan look at each other, from each other's eyes, they can see a trace of 

clarity, but there is also a trace of loss.  

 

"Mr. Jin, I think you should guess who did it."  

 

Cheng Mohan said faintly, he looked at Jin Zhengting with deep eyes: "and he is monitoring me secretly, 

because he uses me to divert your attention, so as to take Miss Qian out from here secretly."Jin 

Zhengting frowned and nodded his head gently: "I have guessed that no one would play this kind of trick 

except Huo Tingchen, but I still don't understand why he kidnapped Qian Yuanyuan."  

 

Cheng Mohan shrugged: "I'm not very clear about the upper class of Jiangbin, so it needs you to solve 

it."  

 

"Is it Huo Tingchen who first concentrated on dealing with the Lu family before the decisive battle?"  

 

Jin Zhengting thought for a moment, then suddenly his eyes flashed. Although he didn't know who took 

Qian Yuanyuan away from here, there were too many people here, and it was hard to find out who was 

the traitor, he had thought of Huo Tingchen's purpose.  



 

Huo Tingchen kidnaps Qian Yuanyuan for only one purpose, that is, aiming at the Lu family. Jin 

Zhengting takes a look at the restless Lu Moyan around him, and his heart suddenly moves: "where is 

Zhan Yan?"  

 

Now everyone looked up and looked around. There was no sign of Lu zhanyan.  

 

"Hello, Zhengting, what happened? Why are you all gathered here?"  

 

Yang ziye, who has just crawled out of the gentle village, sees that everyone is gathered here. He pushes 

aside the two beauties in his arms and asks curiously.  

 

"It's dangerous to speak up."  

 

Jin Zhengting's face became more dignified. In fact, Lu Moyan was the one he was more worried about. 

Obviously, the purpose of Huo Tingchen's kidnapping Qian Yuanyuan was to make use of her position in 

the Lu brothers to create conflicts for them, so as to achieve the purpose of dividing the Lu family.  

 

Yang ziye's face immediately changed: "what? Is Huo Tingchen going to start with Zhan Yan? "  

 

He is also a smart man. He suddenly guessed that Huo Tingchen did it, because in Jiangbin, no one dares 

to fight against the Lu family except Huo Tingchen.  

 

"That's about it, but don't be too nervous. He shouldn't be in danger, but."  

 

Jin Zhengting looked at Lu Moyan, and for the first time in his life, he wanted to stop talking.  

 

Lu Moyan asked eagerly: "Zhengting, don't play tricks, but say it quickly!"  

 

Qian Yuanyuan is his wife and Lu zhanyan is his brother. The two most important people in his life are 

missing at the same time. His mood is beyond others' understanding.  

 

"Mo Yan, I hope you will keep calm no matter what you see. I'm afraid you will fall into the trap of 

others."  

 

Jin Zhengting lowered his head for a moment, raised his head and looked at Lu Moyan with a pair of 

deep eyes.  

 

"Zhengting, don't talk nonsense with Mo Yan now. We'd better find someone as soon as possible. Huo 

Tingchen can find a place to hide them as the riverside is so big. It's enough for us to find them."  

 

At this time, Yang ziye has become more and more aggressive. After all, Lu zhanyan is one of his best 

friends. When something happens to a friend, he will not sit back and ignore him. On the surface, he is a 

dissolute young man, but in fact, Yang ziye is a very loyal friend.  



 

"Zhengting, are they going to be ok?"  

 

At this time, Zhao Tongxin is also in a mess. This is the first time that she has been kidnapped by her best 

friend, so she becomes very nervous. She doesn't want to be hurt because of herself or any of her 

friends.  

 

Jin Zhengting held Zhao Tongxin's hand and gave her a reassuring smile: "I said, they will be OK. Now 

what we have to do is to ask them to find out."  

 

This is not to comfort Zhao Tongxin, because he has determined that Huo Tingchen will not poison these 

two people, because Huo Tingchen has other purposes. He wants to tell Lu Moyan, but he finally thinks 

about it and decides not to say it. Since things can't be stopped, he can only think of a solution after it 

happens.  

 

This is also a hurdle for Lu Moyan. Whether he can pass or not depends on his psychological endurance. 

If he can't pass, Jin Zhengting is ready to have one less friend and one more powerful enemy.  

 

"Mr. Jin, since I'm also responsible for this, I'd like to contribute my strength."  

 

Cheng Mohan said lightly, raised his hand and called one of his men. He whispered a few words in his 

ear. The man nodded respectfully and left here soon.  

 

"This is a group of my loyal subordinates. They are trustworthy and have tracking skills. I want to send 

them to find the two missing friends. There should be some clues soon."  

 

Cheng Mohan's expression is still flat. After the ups and downs this time, he becomes more and more 

deep. However, judging from the walking posture of his men, he should be an expert.  

 

"I've already informed my family. Dad promised me to help me find them as much as possible."  

 

At this time, a gentle voice came. Ke Jingteng put down his mobile phone and came over. His face also 

had a calm expression. It seemed that nothing had happened.  

 

"Jingteng, I shouldn't have bothered you."  

 

Jin Zhengting looked at Ke Jingteng with a complicated look in his eyes.  

 

Ke Jingteng said with a smile: "don't say that. Zhanyan is not only your friend, but also my friend. He and 

his sister-in-law have something to do now. How can our friends just sit by and ignore us? Besides, I just 

begged my father and didn't pay any other price."Jin Zhengting nodded his head slightly, and said 

nothing more. Their conversation was a little strange. Zhao Tongxin was in the clouds and looked at Lu 

Moyan. When he heard that Ke Jingteng used his family's power, he had a relaxed expression. It can be 

seen how powerful the Ke Jingteng family is.  



 

"This one looks familiar. I don't know what to call him?"  

 

Cheng Mo cold Leng Leng looking at Ke Jingteng, eyes flashing uncertain light, take the initiative to ask.  

 

Ke Jingteng smile: "my name is Ke Jingteng, a surgeon in Jiangbin hospital."  

 

"Hello, I'm Cheng Mohan."  

 

Two hands together, Cheng Mo Han's eyes suddenly changed, he tentatively asked: "is Zhou Bu Chang?"  

 

Before he finished, he was interrupted by Ke Jingteng: "Mr. Cheng, I'm Ke Jingteng."  

 

His words are very short, but also focus on improving the tone, obviously do not want to let Cheng 

Mohan continue to say.  

 

Cheng Mohan knowingly nods his head, and his face shows a look of awe. There are not many people 

who can make Cheng Mohan such a man awe. Obviously, Ke Jingteng's identity is definitely not as 

simple as a doctor.  

Chapter 538 

 

Lu zhanyan is driving, completely ignoring the traffic lights and traffic police on the road. Now he is very 

anxious.  

 

Just now, when he found that Qian Yuanyuan had disappeared, he and everyone looked for it 

separately, but he couldn't find it. Just when he was at a loss, a man suddenly came up to him and gave 

him a note. He turned away without saying anything.  

 

Lu zhanyan is a man with keen intuition. He can feel that he should be a person of hostile forces from his 

stealthy figure, so he quickly followed up. Just as he was about to reach out and hold the man's 

shoulder, he heard the man say without looking back: "Mr. Lu, you'd better not touch me. If I can't go 

back on time, then Miss Qian Yuanyuan's safety is not good I can guarantee it. "  

 

After hearing this man's words, if Lu zhanyan is struck by lightning, he has already guessed that Qian 

Yuanyuan may fall into the hands of hostile forces, and there must be no one else in this hostile force, so 

Huo Tingchen must have done it.  

 

As usual, Lu zhanyan will first think about why Huo Tingchen kidnaps Qian Yuanyuan, but because the 

victim is her, Lu zhanyan's position has been disrupted.  

 

Although the two broke up, and she married her brother, he was always thinking about Qian Yuanyuan. 

So far, Qian Yuanyuan is still the only one in his heart.  

 



"Mr. Lu and Mr. Huo have explained that if you find out, you must not make it public. If there is a second 

person who knows that Qian Yuanyuan is in Mr. Huo's hands, Mr. Huo will not kill her. He will only 

scratch her face, cut off her limbs, and turn her into a useless waste person. If we really want to treat 

Miss Qian like that, the main responsibility lies with you."  

 

The man coldly replied that Lu zhanyan believed in what he said. As a madman who dares to fight Jin 

Zhengting, there is nothing else he can't do. He is just a Qian Yuanyuan with no background, let alone 

expect Huo Tingchen to be kind and soft hearted.  

 

"Why, Mr. Lu doesn't plan to let me go. It's almost time. If Mr. Huo doesn't see me in half a minute, he'll 

have to fight Miss Qian."  

 

The man said something impatiently, then broke away from Lu zhanyan's hand, and soon disappeared 

into the crowd. From the beginning to the end, Lu zhanyan didn't see his face clearly.  

 

He was not in the mood to see the man's face. Lu zhanyan's heart was only worried about Qian 

Yuanyuan. He hurriedly opened the note that the man had given him. There was only one simple line on 

it: you come alone, don't tell anyone, otherwise you will understand the consequences.  

 

Lu zhanyan has no time to identify whose note this note is. He shoves the note into his pocket, quietly 

leaves the party and drives to the abandoned factory in the southern suburb of the city. He knows that if 

he doesn't show up on time, Huo Tingchen will do something bad to Qian Yuanyuan.  

 

On the way to the abandoned factory, Lu zhanyan had a lot of thoughts. Now his mind is very confused, 

but it seems that he can't remember anything. All that comes to his mind is Qian Yuanyuan's lovely 

smiling face.  

 

While silently thinking that Qian Yuanyuan must be safe, he stepped on the accelerator to the bottom. 

Fortunately, the traffic police at the intersection all know his car, even if they don't know his car, they 

also know his license plate. After all, the traffic police have to memorize the license plate of these big 

people, so he ran the red light at high speed all the way, and no traffic police dare to stop him.  

 

With the status of the young master of the Lu family in Jiangbin, blocking his car is basically equivalent 

to announcing his resignation.  

 

The road in front of him became more and more open. He left the city in a very short time. At this time, 

his heart tightened again. He was really afraid that Qian Yuanyuan would be in danger.  

 

At the beginning, he left her not because he didn't love her, but because Lu's father talked to him at that 

time and wanted to give him the position of the owner of the Lu family, and let him take care of the Lu 

family's property as well. This was originally everyone's dream, but he knew that his brother Lu Moyan 

had the same pursuit of the position of the owner of the Lu family. Between the family business and his 

brother, he was the best He is in a dilemma. If he accepts the position of the Lu family leader, it will 

certainly hurt his brother's heart. But if he doesn't accept it, it will embarrass his father.  



 

When he hesitated all the time, he suddenly found that Lu Moyan actually liked Qian Yuanyuan. After 

thinking about it, he finally decided to leave Qian Yuanyuan on his own initiative to promote the 

marriage between his younger brother and her, which can be regarded as a kind of compensation for his 

younger brother.  

 

Although it seems that this is unfair to all three people, it is also the best way to think of, because the 

father's decision has been informed to the family members, which is impossible to change.  

 

Although he watched Qian Yuanyuan and his younger brother enter the marriage hall, he was not happy 

at all. Instead, he felt guilty for that feeling and owed his younger brother.  

 

Some things are not as beautiful as he imagined only after he has done them, so he always deliberately 

avoids Qian Yuanyuan and seldom appears with his husband and wife. In fact, this is the reason.  

 

Now that something happened to Qian Yuanyuan, he could no longer care to keep a distance from her. 

All he had left in his mind was the idea that she should never have anything to do, and he would find a 

way to save him.The car was driving madly on the suburban road, and soon an open field appeared in 

front of us. A large factory appeared in the field of vision, but from the rusty gate of the factory, we can 

see that it has been abandoned for a long time.  

 

He stopped the car and found two very fresh ruts when he got off the car. Obviously, there were two 

cars here just now, and judging from the tire marks, they were definitely two luxury cars, so he could be 

sure that Huo Tingchen had arrived here.  

 

Lu zhanyan touched the pocket of his coat. Today he was going to attend the opening reception of Zhao 

Tongxin company, so he didn't carry any weapons. He only had a packet of cigarettes and a lighter in his 

pocket.  

 

He was also in a hurry when he came out, and the man clearly told him not to disturb anyone, so he 

didn't have a chance to find someone else to take a gun and other weapons to defend himself.  

 

Looking at the half open gate of the factory, Lu zhanyan gritted his teeth and resolutely went in. No 

matter what was waiting for him, he couldn't shrink back, because no matter what he missed, Qian 

Yuanyuan was always his favorite woman. For her sake, he could give up his life without hesitation.  

 

At this time, Lu zhanyan was not the cautious military strategist who had to consider everything, but a 

man who had only one idea in his mind.  

 

"Mr. Lu, I've been waiting for you for a long time."  

 

As soon as he entered the door, several guns were aimed at his body, and a familiar voice came into his 

ears. Huo Tingchen turned out from the corner with a smile, followed by long Jiu.  

 



"Here I am. Where is Qian Yuanyuan?"  

 

This is what Lu zhanyan is most concerned about, so he doesn't talk nonsense about it and asks directly.  

 

"She is sleeping soundly now. Let's not disturb her for the time being. I guarantee she is safe."  

 

Huo Tingchen's eyes flashed a grim expression, and longjiu's eyes flashed a light of excitement. This was 

a release of their inner joy when their plot was about to succeed.  

 

"Why did you call me here, and what do you want?"  

 

Lu zhanyan knew Huo Tingchen's purpose, so he didn't talk nonsense about it. He asked directly, this is 

not very similar to his style, because he is too concerned about Qian Yuanyuan's situation.  

 

"Mr. Lu, do you know what I used to do?"  

 

Huo Tingchen did not answer him directly, but suddenly asked a question that seemed to have nothing 

to do with it.  

 

Lu zhanyan was stunned, but he soon remembered that as the most powerful opponent of Jin Zhengting 

group, he paid close attention to Huo Tingchen's information from the very beginning: "I know that you 

used to be the boss of an entertainment company."  

 

Huo Tingchen's face with a cruel smile: "yes, I am an entertainment company, and during that time, I 

have always had a wish, Lu always want to hear it?"  

 

"Well, you can say it if you want. You should know that I can't go away now."  

 

Lu zhanyan coldly said that he knew that Huo Tingchen was intentional, because Huo Tingchen likes to 

tease his opponent like this, which is very similar to a cat that catches a mouse. He must play enough 

before eating the mouse.  

 

He is the mouse now, and Huo Tingchen is the cat who is grinding his paws, but he has to be the mouse, 

because Qian Yuanyuan is in Huo Tingchen's hands, and she is almost his only weakness.  

 

"Mr. Lu, don't be impatient. It must be hard to get here all the way. I'd better drink a bottle of water 

first."  

 

Huo Tingchen light smile, raised his hand to throw him a bottle of mineral water, and then looked at him 

with a smile in his eyes, motioned him to drink face to face.  

 

Lu zhanyan hesitated. He didn't know whether the water was poisonous or not, but this bottle of water 

was given by Huo Tingchen, so it must not be very clean.  

 



Huo Tingchen looked at him coldly. Seeing that he didn't drink, he couldn't help shaking his head and 

sighing: "I'm kind enough to invite you to drink water. How can Mr. Lu be so ungrateful? You can rest 

assured that there is absolutely no poison in the water I give you."  

 

As he said this, he seemed to fiddle with his hair carelessly. Lu zhanyan subconsciously looked at the 

direction where he raised his hand, which made his pupils begin to contract, because he saw that on the 

second floor of the abandoned factory, Xu Zheng's gun was on Qian Yuanyuan's head, and Qian 

Yuanyuan seemed to be in a daze.  

 

He now knows why Huo Tingchen looks at him with that kind of eyes, because if he doesn't drink water, 

Huo Tingchen will let Xu Zheng shoot Qian Yuanyuan.  

 

Lu bit his lip, unscrewed the cap of the mineral water bottle, looked up and drank the water. Because 

Huo Tingchen threatened him with money, even if the water was really poisonous, he had to drink it 

without hesitation.  

 

Watching Lu zhanyan finish drinking the water, Huo Tingchen nodded his head with satisfaction: "Mr. Lu 

is really a person who knows current affairs. Please believe me, there is no poison in my water. OK, we 

can continue the topic just now."  

 

He said with a smile: "do you know what my greatest ideal is? I don't think you can guess that my ideal is 

to make a movie that can win all the Oscars. As the boss of an entertainment company, no one doesn't 

want to make such a great work. However, as you know, the resources of Jiangbin's entertainment 

industry are limited, and Gu Chen is the only one who can make it. He is not an international star, so it's 

hard to make it Such a great work is really hard. ""What do you mean by saying this to me?"  

 

Lu zhanyan was ready to die. He thought Huo Tingchen would really poison the water, but after drinking 

it, he felt that there was no problem. He was just confused by Huo Tingchen's words. He didn't know 

why Huo Tingchen said such words to him.  

 

"The meaning is very clear, because I think Mr. Lu is very suitable to be the hero in my movie. How 

about it? Can't Mr. Lu help me fulfill this wish?"  

 

Huo Tingchen looked at Lu zhanyan and said with a sneer.  

 

As soon as Lu zhanyan wanted to speak, he suddenly felt hot and dry all over his body, and felt the pain 

in a certain part of his body. His face suddenly turned red, but his consciousness gradually blurred.  

 

"Good. Look, Lailu always agrees. Xu Zheng, please take our hero to the second floor. The passion play 

with our heroine will start shooting."  

 

This is the last sentence Lu zhanyan heard from Huo Tingchen.  

Chapter 539 



 

When Lu zhanyan woke up, Huo Tingchen and his staff had already left. He only felt a headache. He 

didn't know where he was, didn't know the time, and didn't know what had happened.  

 

Subconsciously, he moved his body a few times and found that there was no damage. This surprised Lu 

zhanyan, who just recovered his consciousness, because he didn't know why Huo Tingchen did this to 

him. Did he kidnap Qian Yuanyuan just to make him dizzy?  

 

Huo Tingchen certainly won't do such boring things, but he doesn't know what Huo Tingchen has done. 

He struggles to sit up, and suddenly finds that his whole body is just like a newborn baby, without 

wearing any clothes.  

 

He was shocked, clutching around, trying to find something to cover his body. Although there was no 

one here, he was not used to the feeling of wearing nothing.  

 

But what made his heart even colder happened with his hands touching the ground randomly, because 

he touched a body like him. He bowed his head in a daze, and his heart sank immediately.  

 

Qian Yuanyuan was lying beside her and had nothing to wear. From the flush on her face and the traces 

on herself and her body, it was obvious that they had done something bad just now.  

 

Lu zhanyan shakes his head a few times, trying to recall something, but his mind is completely blank. He 

only remembers those puzzling words that Huo Tingchen said, and then he doesn't know anything.  

 

"To be the hero of a movie."  

 

These words flashed through his mind, and Lu zhanyan immediately started. He had fully understood 

what Huo Tingchen meant and why Huo Tingchen only kidnapped Qian Yuanyuan.  

 

This is Huo Tingchen's plot. He first kidnaps Qian Yuanyuan, and then leads him over. Then he drinks the 

water that has been drugged for himself, and then puts him and Qian Yuanyuan together when he has a 

drug attack.  

 

It can be said that he did have something with Qian Yuanyuan, and he was sorry for his brother!  

 

The great works that Huo Tingchen said must be the process of his relationship with Qian Yuanyuan!  

 

Lu zhanyan's heart completely sank down. Looking at Qian Yuanyuan who was still sleeping beside him, 

he really didn't know how to face her. It was not a good way to just walk away. After all, he had done 

such a thing to her and waited for her to wake up, but he couldn't be sure what she would do.  

 

Just when he was in a dilemma, Qian Yuanyuan's brow wrinkled. She just woke up. She only 

remembered chatting with Zhao Tongxin at the cocktail party. Then she was very tired and seemed to 

fall asleep. When she was asleep, she had a long and shameful dream. She dreamt that a man climbed 



onto her body and put his beard on her body Disorderly grasp, cater to the man, made sorry for his 

husband.  

 

Fortunately, it's just a dream. Qian Yuanyuan comforted herself. She thought she had come home and 

reached for Lu zhanyan's hand. She also thought that Lu Moyan was taking care of her, so she said: "Mo 

Yan, pour me a glass of water. I'm thirsty."  

 

But after waiting for a long time, there was no response. She was about to get up. Suddenly, she felt a 

strange chill. She looked down and suddenly her pretty face turned red. She didn't even have a thread 

on her body!  

 

"Mo Yan, what are you doing in broad daylight?"  

 

She thought it was Lu Mo Yan who was hungry and thirsty. She said shyly, but when her vision returned 

to normal, she immediately found that it was not right, because it was not her room, and the 

surrounding debris showed that it was a deserted place for a long time.  

 

Her heart was immediately shocked. When she looked up, tears immediately came out of her eyes, 

because she saw that Lu zhanyan, who was also naked, was looking at herself in amazement!  

 

"Lu zhanyan, you are a beast!"  

 

Qian Yuanyuan has realized what happened just now, so she yells angrily and shamefully. She pushes Lu 

zhanyan away to find her clothes, but there is no cloth around except a blanket under her body.  

 

So she had to cover her sensitive parts with a blanket and curse angrily.  

 

Lu zhanyan looks down in shame. He can't say anything now, no matter it's intentional or not, but it has 

happened and he has to face it.  

 

"Why are you doing this to me?"  

 

Qian Yuanyuan is questioning her with rain. She is in a mess now. Since she married Lu Moyan, she has 

given up her heart to Lu zhanyan. She seldom mentions him, and even in a family, she seldom meets 

him, just to avoid embarrassment. Unexpectedly, he did something worse to himself today.  

 

"Yuanyuan, I didn't mean to. Huo Tingchen set me up."  

 

Although Lu zhanyan knows that no matter how he explains it, he still doesn't want Qian Yuanyuan to 

misunderstand him.  

 

"This is the so-called framing you. Is he framing you or helping you? How do you want me to meet 

people? How do you want me to face Mo Yan? You are his brother!"Qian Yuanyuan is very angry. When 

her mood breaks out, she doesn't care that she doesn't wear any clothes. She directly gets up and raises 



her hand to slap Lu zhanyan in the face.  

 

Lu zhanyan quietly bears her anger. Because of Qian Yuanyuan's great strength, blood has oozed from 

the corner of his mouth, but he still keeps his head down and sits quietly in front of her, which can be 

understood as a confession to her and also as he is thinking about what to do.  

 

"Are you sure zhanyan and Yuanyuan are here?"  

 

Just when they were silent at the same time, Zhao Tongxin's voice came from downstairs. Her voice was 

very anxious, and many people were going upstairs.  

 

Then there was Ke Jingteng's voice: "Tong Xin, you can rest assured that although there is no 

professional tracking master in my family, it is not difficult to find out a person's whereabouts."  

 

His tone is light, it seems that it is a very easy thing for him, but Zhao Tongxin doesn't think so. She 

knows how difficult it is to find out a person's whereabouts in nuojiangbin City, which is just like looking 

for a needle in a haystack.  

 

"Tong Xin, you should believe Jingteng. He never lies."  

 

Jin Zhengting said faintly that a trace of anxiety appeared between his eyebrows. He had thought of Huo 

Tingchen's plan for a long time, and according to the calculation of time, now he has got it. Looking at Lu 

Moyan, who was also anxious, he only sighed silently.  

 

Lu Moyan doesn't have so much nonsense. He is in a mess now. His brother and wife fall into the hands 

of Huo Tingchen, and Huo Tingchen is their mortal enemy. This makes him worry about the safety of the 

two people, because he also knows what kind of person Huo Tingchen is. When he gets crazy, there is 

nothing he dare not do.  

 

He took a few steps up the stairs. There were many rooms on the second floor. He looked for them one 

by one, shouting the names of Qian Yuanyuan and Lu zhanyan. From his tone, he could tell that he cared 

about them.  

 

In this way, the two people in the room are even more ashamed. Although this is not their original 

intention, it has created an established fact, which cannot be changed.  

 

"You say, what should we do?"  

 

Qian Yuanyuan has regained some calm now. She looks at Lu zhanyan coldly, but her heart is tingling. 

She also knows that Lu zhanyan didn't mean it, because they have been together for some time, so she 

knows Lu zhanyan's character very well, and knows that he is not a beast in clothes. The blame just 

showed is actually more to cover up her embarrassment, And helplessness for the unknown days to 

come.  

 



"This is it. I'll take all the consequences by myself."  

 

Lu zhanyan didn't turn white for himself from the beginning to the end. He said faintly, standing up and 

going out, but before he got up, Qian Yuanyuan caught him: "it's not you who caused it, I'm also 

responsible."  

 

"Come on, Yuanyuan, I don't want to see you and Mo Yan have problems, so I'd better take 

responsibility."  

 

Lu zhanyan's voice is very firm, but his eyes to Qian Yuanyuan are very gentle. He hasn't changed at all 

over the years, and she can't tolerate even a little injustice.  

 

His eyes touched the most sensitive nerve at the bottom of Qian Yuanyuan's heart, because where is it 

that keeps her and Lu zhanyan together.  

 

Although after she married Lu Moyan, she deliberately kept a distance from Lu zhanyan, and forced 

herself never to think of him, he always appeared in her dreams in the dead of night. Although she 

didn't know the reason why he left her, Congming's Qian Yuanyuan still vaguely knew the reason why Lu 

zhanyan gave up this relationship I don't want to compete with Lu Moyan.  

 

So deep in her heart, she hated him, but today he came to save himself alone, and the look in his eyes 

was so gentle that Qian Yuanyuan couldn't help being soft hearted. After all, it used to be so beautiful, 

and it can be seen that his feelings for himself haven't changed for such a long time.  

 

"I only ask you one thing, why did you leave me at the beginning, just because Mo Yan liked me too?"  

 

Qian Yuanyuan didn't know why, but he suddenly asked this question. Lu zhanyan was stunned for a 

moment, and then replied with a bitter smile: "it can be said that it is, it can be said that it is not. It is 

undeniable that I owe Mo Yan a lot, but this is not the most important reason. It is because I inherited 

the Lu family's industry. In order to maintain the huge family, I need to put all my energy into it Entering 

the work, I won't have time to accompany you, so I think Mo Yan is more suitable for you. I just want to 

make you happier. I hope you can understand my mind. "  

 

Qian Yuanyuan's eyes flashed, she nodded: "I understand, I know you are for my good, but you will not 

know, when you say and I break up, how I hate you."  

 

"I'm sorry."  

 

Lu zhanyan thought that he would never say these three words to her, because sorry, these three words 

are too heavy for a woman.  

 

Qian Yuanyuan smiles. Her smile is full of happiness and nostalgia: "it's enough to have you. I thought I 

would hate you, but now I'm soft hearted. Even if you treat me like this, I can't hate you."Lu zhanyan's 

pupils suddenly contracted. He found Qian Yuanyuan's abnormality acutely, so he was absorbed in 



observing her reaction.  

 

Sure enough, Qian Yuanyuan suddenly stood up and rushed to the window. The room they were in was 

on the second floor, which was only about seven meters high. However, if they wanted to dive down, 

they would still be in danger.  

 

From Qian Yuanyuan's words, Lu zhanyan had a premonition that she was going to make an amazing 

move, which further confirmed his conjecture. So when Qian Yuanyuan just started running, he held her 

up.  

 

Because of her great momentum, two people fell to the ground, just at this time, Lu Moyan just rushed 

in, see this scene, face immediately changed: "you, what are you doing?"  

Chapter 540 

 

Huo Tingchen is sitting on the leather sofa in the president's office, with a lighted cigar between his 

slender fingers and a glass of Lafite on the table. His Phoenix eyes are shining with a pleasant look. 

Today, he is in a very happy mood.  

 

This is the first time that he has been able to complete a plan beneficial to himself under the eyes of Jin 

Zhen. It should be something to celebrate. He believes that it will not be long before Jin Zhengting's 

most trusted ally, the Lu family, will split up. Once the Lu brothers turn against each other, they will 

shake the foundation of Jin Zhengting's group.  

 

Everything went smoothly. He had learned from his subordinates that Jin Zhengting and his party had 

rushed to the abandoned factory in the suburbs, including Lu Moyan, which means that his plan has 

achieved unprecedented success.  

 

Jin Ying sat opposite him without expression. She would never let others see what she was thinking from 

her face.  

 

"Miss Jin, you have done very well this time. I always think you are a very capable person. If our 

cooperation is successful, I think you should take charge of the affairs of the Jin family."  

 

Huo Tingchen took a puff of his cigar and said with a smile that his face was gradually blurred in the 

rising smoke. His meaning could not be more obvious. He told Jin Ying clearly that if Jin Zhengting could 

be pulled down from the position of Jin family owner, Jin Ying would be responsible for the position of 

Jin family owner.  

 

This is his promise, because he thinks that only in this way can Jin Ying be loyal to him, and now there is 

a more important thing to be done by Jin Ying.  

 

Jin Ying's faint smile: "no, I'm a woman, so I don't have any interest in the things that your men pursue, 

and you don't need to write me any empty checks. Since I've helped you with your work, I'll help you to 



do it all the time, so I don't need you to lure me with interest."  

 

Her words directly exposed Huo Tingchen's mind, and there was no room for negotiation. This is also her 

attitude to Huo Tingchen, that is, she just wanted to revenge on the Jin family for her unfair treatment, 

which had nothing to do with the family property dispute.  

 

"Well, since Miss Jin insists so much, I won't say any more. This time, I invite you to give us some 

advice."  

 

Huo Tingchen's face showed an unnatural expression, but it soon disappeared. He didn't expect much 

from the cooperation with Jin Ying, because she was a member of the Jin family after all, and her 

ultimate goal was to kill the Jin family. Jin Ying was naturally included in the list, so he wanted to win 

over Jin Ying because there were still many things to do She can get it solved.  

 

"I know what you want. On the day of the gambler's meeting, the guards of the Jin family will become 

weak, because my brother will take a lot of hands from the bodyguards who protect the Jin family to 

protect Zhao Tongxin, so it's the best time for you to start that day. However, it's the Jin family's rule to 

know their guards the night before."  

 

Jin Ying says it plainly, but Huo Tingchen is surprised. The plan to attack Jin's villa on the day of the 

gambling Stone Fair is only known by a few people inside the group. He doesn't understand why even Jin 

Ying can know about it. If she guesses it from a few words, it only shows one thing. Compared with her 

brother Jin Zhengting, Jin Ying's intelligence and insight are better It's not inferior in ability.  

 

"You don't have to doubt that no one in your group informs me. It's my message to you. Zhao Tongxin 

has extraordinary talent in gambling stones. I think you must have been planning how to deal with her. If 

it's positive, it won't work. You also know that my brother has placed a lot of bodyguards around her. 

Under normal circumstances, no one even enters her The area within 30 meters nearby, so you must 

have thought of attacking Jin's villa, forcing her not to attend the gambling meeting. I think my guess 

should be good. Your reaction just now also confirmed my guess. "  

 

Jin Ying said faintly, with a faint smile on her face. She didn't know whether she was proud of her 

analysis or ridiculed Huo Tingchen's plan.  

 

Huo Tingchen's forehead has been in a cold sweat. The Jin family is really worthy of the first family of 

Jiangbin. Even Jin Ying, a little girl who is not very impressive at ordinary times, is so good at analyzing 

the situation. Then Jin Zhengting can guess what he is thinking continuously, and it is no accident that he 

has been prepared to defeat him.  

 

"Since Miss Jin can guess, I think Jin Zhengting should also be aware of our actions. How can we ensure 

the success of our actions? Please give us more advice."  

 

Huo Tingchen said with a smile that he has learned to be shameful now because he has been defeated 

by Jin Zhengting so many times that he has long been tired of the frustration of being defeated by his 



lifelong enemy.  

 

"I can guess it, but it doesn't mean he can guess it. After all, I know some inside information, so I can 

roughly understand your future actions. My brother doesn't know that you already know that Zhao 

Tongxin is very talented for gambling stones. In addition, he will have a lot of recent events, so he is 

likely to ignore your actions. And now the Lu family is out of trouble Such a big thing, he will certainly be 

distractedJin Ying coldly said that her mood is very complicated now. She and her Lu brothers are very 

familiar from childhood to adulthood, and they are like their own sisters to her. In order to revenge on 

their families, they pull them into the water. From the bottom of her heart, she still has a deep sense of 

guilt, but she is hidden so deeply that no one can see it.  

 

Huo Tingchen's eyes lit up all of a sudden. According to Jin Ying's analysis, he seems to think that Jin 

Zhengting is unlikely to notice. Of course, another reason Jin Ying doesn't know is that Huo Tingchen has 

been defeated by Jin Zhengting twice in recent days.  

 

His subordinates were completely destroyed in these two operations. According to the habits of normal 

people, they will not plan big operations again at this time. Instead, they should keep their energy and 

wait for their strength to recover before making plans.  

 

Huo Tingchen felt that this was a good opportunity, because no one would want him to attack Jin villa 

firmly when his troops were destroyed, because such action was not logical.  

 

This is the reason why he thinks that action is feasible, because he likes to act against the common 

sense, so that he can achieve unexpected results.  

 

"In that case, I'll make sure to launch a surprise attack on Jin's villa on the day of the gambling fair. Miss 

Jin must get the security information of Jin's villa before that, so as to reduce the loss of my staff."  

 

Huo Tingchen's eyes were a little chilly. He felt that the decisive battle with Jin Zhengting would officially 

begin from that day on.  

 

At today's reception, Zhao Tongxin declared war on him in public, which means that Jin Zhengting 

doesn't want to spend it like this, and he has the same meaning.  

 

"No problem. I just want to ask you, if you succeed, what are you going to do with the Jin family, 

especially my grandmother and my mother?"  

 

Jin Ying faintly asked a very necessary question, which may be her most concerned question. She really 

wanted to revenge on the Jin family, but for her grandmother and mother, it's better not to be involved 

in this matter. She knew how much Huo Tingchen hated the Jin family, so she would inevitably worry 

that he would do harm to her grandmother and mother.  

 

Huo Tingchen's eyes flashed a few times. According to his idea, he would like to massacre all the Jin 

family immediately after entering the Jin family villa. But he can't do so now, because before Jin 



Zhengting is completely defeated, he still needs Jin Ying's intelligence and Jin Ying's rational and 

objective analysis of the current situation.  

 

He found that Jin Ying was also a rare talent, so even though his hatred for the Jin family was deep-

rooted, he still wanted to keep Jin Ying by his side to deal with the enemies that might appear in the 

future, such as Xu Zheng, Cheng mobing, and even Cheng Mohan, who had just returned to Jiangbin.  

 

These people are all his potential enemies. If he wants to dominate Jiangbin, then all these people need 

to be defeated. That's why Huo Tingchen values Jin Ying's talent so much.  

 

"Miss Jin, what do you want me to do with them? As long as you say one word, I will listen to you 

completely."  

 

Jin Ying pondered for a moment, and a grim smile appeared at the corner of her mouth: "well, when you 

enter Jin's villa, don't hurt my grandmother and mother. You can let my brother use Zhao Tongxin and 

Xu Yanke to exchange them. These two people should be the people you hate very much. Moreover, my 

brother has a special love for Zhao Tongxin. As long as you control Zhao Tongxin, then my brother is 

equal to you I'm tied to myself. "  

 

"Oh? That's a good idea, but how can you be so sure that Jin Zhengting will exchange Zhao Tongxin for 

your grandmother and mother? I think with his feelings for Zhao Tongxin, he won't do that? "  

 

Huo Tingchen is obviously not sure if Jin Ying's plan will go smoothly, because he knows that even if he 

catches all the Jin family, Jin Zhengting will probably not replace Zhao Tongxin alone.  

 

"Huo Tingchen, you are also able to compete with my brother. Why are you always so stupid at the 

critical moment? Do you have to inform my brother and let him tie Zhao Tongxin and Xu Yanke to 

exchange hostages? Can't you inform Zhao Tongxin directly?"  

 

Jin Ying coldly said that she knew that with Zhao Tongxin's personality, if she knew that she could 

change her grandmother and mother, she would not hesitate to throw herself into the net.  

 

Huo Tingchen was scolded by her. Instead of losing his temper, he showed a knowing smile and couldn't 

help holding out his thumb: "Miss Jin, I really underestimated you. I didn't expect that you had thought 

of this for a long time. I really like you now."  

 

Jin Ying's face was still expressionless. She said faintly: "don't give me a thumbs up. Anyway, I can't see 

it. So I decided that I would provide you with the guard distribution of Jin's villa as soon as possible. 

Besides, you'd better not look for me during this period. With my understanding of my brother, he will 

find someone inside through Lu zhanyan's incident Betray him, so at this time as long as we keep silent, 

he should not think it's me. "  

 

"Well, I know, but he is likely to suspect Gu Chen, because my men saw Jin Zhengting's men following Gu 



Chen secretly two days ago. Miss Jin, I know you like Gu Chen very much, but sometimes you have to 

sacrifice for the sake of the overall situation.  

 


